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1 Introduction 

 

What is DBPLUS Performance Monitor? 

DBPLUS Performance Monitor™ tool is the software used for monitoring and analyzing the SQL 

instance performance 

Using DBPLUS Performance Monitor, you can: 

• observe the current database performance, 

• track trends of database server load and the individual components: CPU, I / O buffers 

• identify performance issues of SQL instances 

• track performance trends of individual SQL queries 

• analyze data and present them in graphical form 

• watch in real time active user sessions 

• observe the status of full and incremental databases backups 

• troubleshoot a non-optimal SQL queries 

• legibly report database problems 
 

and many, many more .... 

 

Question: 

"Why do database work too slow in any specified period of time?" 

will never be left without an answer! 
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 DBPLUS Technical Support  

Technical support provides the access to new software updates published 4 times a year as well as to 

engineers’ - help in DBPLUS SQL instance diagnosis (by using DBPLUS Performance Monitor 

software). 

 System architecture 

The system is designed in client-server architecture and in the presented solution we can distinguish 

the following components:  

• Databases - a list of SQL instance covered by the monitoring, 

• Server program - an application running as a windows service, which consists of a set of 

procedures performed on individual SQL Instances. The aim of the program is to run periodically 

procedures, which are responsible for collecting basic data about SQL servers’ performance. 

According to the DBPLUS nomenclature, program is called DBPLUSCATCHER and one-up 

cycle within the service DBPLUSCATCHER is called “a snap”.  

• Repository - selected database that stores performance statistics of monitored databases. 

Collected statistics are the result of the work of DBPLUSCATCHER service. 

• Application - this is a client of the system, which implements user interface which allows to 

implement functionality of the system, i.e. monitoring review, performance analysis, query 

execution statistics reports, the current sessions of database, chart of server load, etc. The 

application is made in web technology using IIS application server and it is accessible from a 

web browser. 

 

DBPLUS Performance Monitor requires the installation and configuration of each of the elements to 

ensure full functionality of the solution. Below we present a general model of the system: 

 

IMPORTANT: DBPLUS System Performance Monitor requires the installation and configuration 

on any given server / computer in the company. During normal use of application, system does 

not require any installation on the user's local computers. 
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 System requirements 

 Parameter Description 

Monitored SQL Server  Supported types of monitored SQL Server instance: 
• SQL Server 2005 
• SQL Server 2008 
• SQL Server 2012 
• SQL Server 2014 
• SQL Server 2016 
• SQL Server 2017 
• SQL Azure Edition  

Server operating system 
with installed DBPLUS 
PERFORMANCE MONITOR 
software 

Servers: 

• Windows Server 2008 and above 
Also: 

• Windows 7 and above 
 
Additional requirements: 

• .NET Framework 4.0 (for DBPLUSCATCHER service) 

• .NET Framework 4.0 (for the client application). 
 
 

On the server / computer with DBPLUS Performance Monitor 
software is not required to install MS SQL Server components. 

Server’s hardware 
requirements with 
installed DBPLUS 
PERFORMANCE MONITOR 
software 

• 4 CPU 

• 8 GB of RAM 

• HD – no requirements 
 
When monitoring 20 instances: 

• DBPLUSCATCHER Monitoring Service consumes at a level 1 
GB, IIS to 500 MB of RAM 

• Assign 4 CPU due to the multithreading services, monitoring a 
number of instances, plus user applications. 

• DBPLUS Software is 30 MB, so no special requirements as to 
the size of the drives on the machine 

The impact of the system 
to SQL Server servers 

The system generates an average load of less than 1% dependent on 
generally accepted "quality" of databases 
 
As a result of the installation of repository on a selected database, the 
system sets up: 

• Database with DBPLUS objects – tables, functions 

• Login & user with privileges: 
o db_owner for repository database 
o privileges allowing for read system views 

 
Login is used when connecting to the repository database by the 
service DBPLUSCATCHER and the user application  
 
As a result of inclusion in the monitoring process a specific instance it 
is set up the user used only to connect with a given instance  

User interface The user application is accessible from a web browser. Supported 
browsers include: 

• Internet Explorer (ver. 9 and above) 

• Google Chrome 

• Mozilla Firefox 

• Opera 
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 Installation of DBPLUS Performance Monitor 

DBPLUS Performance Monitor is available on DBPLUS server through the provided link. User can install 

DBPLUS Performance Monitor by double-clicking downloaded EXE file: 

 

By clicking "Next" we get information about the license:  
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In order to continue installation, you should read and accept the terms of the license. The next step is 

to select the directory, where DBPLUS Performance Monitor will be installed. 

Default directory is C:\Program Files (x86)\DBPLUS 

 

Visible progress of the installation process: 
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After the correct installation You will receive the following information 

 

The installation process is completed by pressing "Finish" button. By default, we start system 

configurator, which will carry out the further process of installing individual components of the system 

or configuration. 

Installed DBPLUS Performance Monitor is in the menu: 

„Start” -→ „Programs”→”DBPLUS” 

 

The following tools are available after the correct installation 

1. DBPLUS Configuration Wizard 

2. Uninstall 
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2 System Configuration 

In the first stage you must set up a system on the server with DBPLUS Performance Monitor TM 

installed, in order to: 

• Create a DBPLUS database repository in the selected SQL Server instance, which will store all 

the information about SQL Server instances performance, 

• Inclusion SQL Server servers in the monitoring process, 

• Configuration monitoring service DBPLUSCATCHER responsible for gathering information 

about individual servers' performance, 

• User Application Configuration 

For performing these tasks, system requires permissions:  

• Local Administrator on the current server: 

• The role of the sysadmin on SQL servers, where it is carried out one-time installation of 

repository or database instances are added to the monitoring  

After completing these steps, the application will be available to user from a web browser. 

 

 The main configurator screen 

On the server, where software has been installed, by clicking „Start”→”Programs” → 

DBPLUS→„DBPLUS Configuration Wizard”  

 

we open a window with system management tool 
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The main window shows the system architecture and informs among others about: 

• number of monitored SQL instances 

• place in which monitoring data is stored (Database Repository),  

• installation / configuration of individual components of system, for example:  

o lack of monitored SQL Server instances,  

o user application installed or not, application services (IIS website, application pool) 

running or not, 

o if the monitoring service is enabled. 

In order to perform basic system configuration, click [Configuration Wizard] button and - as a result - 

we get this screen to configure individual components. 
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By default, system selects components that require configuration. You can always reconfigure e.g. a 

monitoring service or add another (not included so far) SQL database to monitoring. 

In the initial stage: 

• We create the DBPLUS database repository  

• We include / IIS role/service on the current machine 

• We configure DBPLUSCATCHER monitoring 

• We configure user application 

 Setting up DBPLUSCATCHER monitoring service 

DBPLUSCATCHER is a program that runs as a service of Windows. When configuring the service, we 

can set method of authentication and DBPLUSCATCHER might work: 

• using a local account (the default setting) 

• a domain account / a window 

Method of authentication has an influence on the further authentication service on the monitored SQL 

instances. In the context of a local account, DBPLUSCATCHER service will be making connection with 

instances of using internal SQL account/s. For domain service account DBPLUSCATCHER will log on 

to the SQL instance in the context of the account.  
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Service configuration screen is presented below: 

 

Click on the button [Continue] to advance to the next configuration item. 

NOTE: All settings - made in the various components of system - are ultimately confirmed in the 

final step of the creator. 

 System Repository configuration 

DBPLUS Performance Monitor System Repository is a database that must be created on the selected 

SQL Server instance. To do this, you have to enter among others. 

• Name of SQL Server instance 

• Name of database and paths to data and log files 

• Login/user name that will be used to connect to a given database  

2.3.1 The SQL server name for the database repository 

In the first step, system asks for the basic information: 

• The name of SQL Server instance  

• Determining a user account with sysadmin permissions to create a new user that will be used 

to complete the installation database repository. 
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When you enter the instance name, you have the option to search for all SQL servers on the network - 

option [Retrieve servers]. In the case of custom properties for a connection, you can update them by 

clicking on the button [Connection properties]. In the [Connection Details] window we set parameter 

values, among others Connection Timeout, Application name, etc. 
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2.3.2 Repository database parameters  

The next step is to provide information about database, such as: 

• Name  

• The path to data and log file 

• Initial file sizes and way of incremental growth 

 

The default option is to create a new repository. The database name can be anything. 

2.3.3  Login/user to connect to the base  

Then you have to specify the account parameters that will be used to connect to database. In the case 

of DBPLUSCATCHER monitoring service configuration in the context of a domain account, the wizard 

will force the application to give an identical account. 
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2.3.4 Add-ons 

One of the elements of the database configuration repository is the choice of add-ons: 

• Ole Automation - a parameter of the server, which is enabled for monitoring disk space of the 

server 

• db_ddladmin – access right added to the user, thanks to which we have the ability to view 

usage statistics of indexes (when selecting a role permission to establish/modify/delete any 

objects in different databases on the instance are withdrawn)  

• Create a task to update user accounts in databases 
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We suggest that the choice of all add-ons. After clicking on [Continue] go to the next component of the 

system configuration 

IMPORTANT: all settings for the repository database are ultimately confirmed in the final step. 

At this stage of the database and its objects have not been created yet. 
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 IIS service configuration  

Launching of the IIS role / function on the server is required to run the user interface. The creator window 

announces additions / services of IIS application server that will be installed. If the “Missing IIS features 

components” box is empty, no configuration is required. 

 

2.4.1 Configuration of SSL in the IIS environment 

In case you want to enable the SSL functions in the DBPLUS Performance Monitor application, you 

need to perform the steps on the server with the installed DBPLUS software: 

1. Run the IIS Manager (Internet Information Manager) from the command line with the inetmgr 

command 

2. For the selected server, find the Server Certificates icon and enter to generate or import a 

certificate 
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3. Generation of the certificate on the IIS server (in case we do not have it) 

We run options according to the below screenshots 
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4. Certificates import (in case the certificate was not generated directly on the IIS server) 

 

We run according to the following screens: 
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Pass the password if the certificate was exported with a password 

5. Addition of the ssl protocol (binding update) 

We are updating the link for the DBPLUS Website. Clicking on the site, then Edit Bindings. 
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In the Site Bindings window, add a new link specifying the SSL protocol and select the certificate 

previously created or imported as below: 

 

As a result, we receive:

 

We are removing relationship with the http type. 
On the configured DBPLUS Website, we click the restart (Refresh button). 
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 User application configuration  

Another element is the creation of user interface objects. Belong to them: 

• Application’s website - DBPLUS Website 

• Application’s pool - AppPoolDPM 

• Parameters: 

o Port number 

o Authentication Type - follows the already set method of authentication to an SQL 

instance (using the SQL or domain account login) 

o The way to access the application - whether users at the login to the site will be asked 

to authenticate (login and password) or not. 

 
As a result of the entire setup process completion, your application will be available at the following url: 

http://servername:port_number/dpm 

If the system will be running on port 80, link will be as follows: 

http://servername/dpm 

Click on the [Continue] button to proceed the next step 

 

  

http://servername/dpm
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 Configuration summary  

The last configuration step is to confirm all settings according to steps defined in the configurator. The 

final screen shows a summary. To confirm changes, click on [Finish] button. 

 

In the meantime, information about the progress of work is displayed 
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At the end of the completion status of the installation/configuration  

 

As a result, system configuration main window looks like this: 
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From the above sample screen, we can read that DBPLUS system PEROFRMANCE MONITOR is: 

• installed on the server MAQCH (link to the application in the lower right corner) 

• all components are properly configured (the bar with information “Configured successfully”) 

• appropriate services are running: 

o DBPLUSCATCHER - a service responsible for database monitoring 

o IIS, Website, App pool - which means that the application is available to the user  

• We have 1 monitored SQL Server instance 

• Information from the monitoring of all instances (currently one) are stored in server SQL 

maqch\sqlexpress2012 in DBPLUS database. 

Interface / User application is available at http://MAQCH/DPM 

 

 

  

http://maqch/DPM
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 System configuration file 

The default path of all system configuration files is: 

 C:\ProgramData\DBPLUS\DPM.Web.  

The folder contains: 

• ConnectionStrings.con configuration file - connection information for the SQL instance with the 

repository database 

• license file with * .license extension 

• the DbplusCatcherServiceErrors.txt log file 

In the system it is possible to change the configuration path. User can change this setting in the Windows 

registry on the machine with the DBPLUS software. 

If you change the configuration folder, create the following path in the Windows SYSTEM 

registry:HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE -> SOFTWARE -> DBPLUS -> MSSQL 

In the defined key, create a ConfigurationPath string in which we give a new directory - below is an 

example: 

 

After change, move the indicated configuration files to the new location, restart the DBPLUS 

configuration Wizard and restart the system services (DBPLUSCATCHER, IIS). 

2.7.1 System files for SQL Instance Repository 

Configuration information to connect to an instance containing a DBPLUS repository is available from 

the DBPLUS Configuration Wizard, by clicking the link Repository settings. 

As a result, a form appears where data is available to connect to the SQL instance. In the Database 

Repository form, you can save the file in XML format: 
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Below is an example of the ConnectionStrings.con configuration file in this format: 

 

It should be noted that the file is not encrypted and the field with the password is explicitly given (refers 

to the case of using the SQL login). 

The option of changing the format of the configuration file is added in case external programs 

change the connection settings. 
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3 Adding a SQL Server instance for monitoring 

After the initial configuration, you can proceed to add more SQL Server instances for monitoring. For 

this purpose, in the main System Configurator Window we click [Add Another instance] button. 

 

 
 

IMPORTANT: If the [Add another instance] button is not available it is the result of a license for a 

specified number of instances. 

The second option to add an instance is clicking [Configuration Wizard] button and select the 

component [Include / Add SQL instance to monitoring process] 
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As a result, we go to the wizard to add a new database. In the first place we provide basic information: 

• Name of the SQL Server instance 

• The name of database account with the privileges of sysadmin, which will be used to carry out 

the process. 
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When you enter the instance name, you have the option to search for all SQL servers on the network - 

option [Retrieve servers]. In the case of custom properties for a connection, you can update them by 

clicking on the button [Connection properties]. In the [Connection Details] window we set parameter 

values, among others Connection Timeout, Application name, etc. 

 

In the next step, you specify the account information, which will be used to connect to the database. By 

default, the wizard will prompt the login data used when configuring an instance of the repository 

database. 

 

After clicking [Continue] button, it shows the final screen being the summary of previous steps. 
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Click [Finish] button to add an instance to monitoring. As a result, changes are visible in the system 

configuration main window - DBPLUS Performance Monitor supports two SQL Server instances  
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 Import SQL instance from file 

From the DBPLUS Configuration Wizard console, it is possible to import sql instance configuration into 

the list of monitored objects. 

To do this, in the main system configurator window, click the [Add Another instance] button - select 

[Import sql instances from file] from the pop-up menu. 

 
As a result, the form appears: 

 

The file format is as follows: 

• The name of the SQL server 

• Port number 

• DBPLUS username 

• Password for the DBPLUS user 

• User name with SYSADMIN privileges, 

• Password for a user with SYSADMIN privileges, 

• SQL server type - optional value (The server type must be in the managed list from the web 

application level, i.e. in Configuration-> References lists) 

Additional information: 
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• When using a domain user, the password in the file is empty 

• File separator: comma 

• We recommend selecting the proposed options: 

o Create DBPLUS login / user if not exists, 

o Add ddl_admin role to the DBPLUS user - the system is able to analyze objects from the 

execution plan, 

o OLE Automation module, allowing monitoring the server disk usage, 

o Incorporating the task responsible for the DBPLUS user and mapping with the login. 

After loading the file, the system automatically checks: 

• Possibility to connect imported SQL instance 

• Whether the instance is already monitored and, for example, does not require import 

• Whether the DBPLUS login specified for use with the connection exists in the monitored 

instance or not 

If the above criteria are met, the system automatically selects specific instances for import - below is an 

example:

 

After moving the table slider to the right hand side, we have additional information: 

 

After clicking the [Import] button, the selected instance has been added for monitoring. 
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4 System Upgrade  

Technical support provides the access to new software updates that are published 4 times a year, as 

well as to DBPLUS engineers' help in SQL Server servers diagnosis, using DBPLUS Performance 

Monitor TM software.  

Upgrading system combines with two steps: 

• Run the installation file (which goes the same as the first installation) 

• Upgrade of database objects repository on DBPLUS user to the latest version  

 

 Setting up for the latest version 

In order to go through the upgrade process, you have to run DBPLUS Configuration Wizard, which also 

runs automatically after installation. In the result: 

 

System automatically detects the need to update to the latest version. We accept the dialog box and we 
run the wizard that will guide us through the upgrade process.  
 
In case of withdrawal from the operation we can always return to it by clicking [Upgrade] in the main 
configurator’s window. 
 
As the first screen we have information about system version, to which application will be updated (with 
system functionality description): 
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In the next screen you see the list of monitored instance for which we provide a user with sysadmin 
rights. In the most common case, you should tick the box [Do the upgrade within the context of 
currently logon user]. If the current domain /Windows account does not have the appropriate 
permissions, you must change the selected instance by clicking [Change login]. 
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Upgrade procedure applies only to objects of the instance on which there is the DBPLUS repository 
database. In specific cases, may need updating user permissions DBPLUS used when connecting to 
the monitored instances. 
 
After clicking [Continue], we move to the next step. 

 
 
The system remembers what additional features are enabled in the system. We recommend that you 
leave these options enabled. Go to the next - the last step in the procedure. 
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System informs about the operations, which will perform at the instance of the database containing 
DBPLUS repository. We accept by clicking [Finish]. 
 
Depending on version of the update process can take 1 to 3 minutes. At the end we get the information 
about success of the process. 
 

 
 
We close the configurator’s window.  
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5 License 

The license is generated always for the server with DBPLUS Performance Monitor TM software and 

not for the database.  

Standard system license includes: 

• System uptime 

• The number of monitored SQL Server instances 

 

Information about licensing is available from the configurator, i.e. DBPLUS Configuration Wizard 
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6 Working with program  

The user interface is accessible from a web browser at the previously configured address. The default 

page of the system is a dashboard showing the current performance of the monitored databases. 

 Dashboard 

After starting DBPLUS Performance Monitor TM web application, it opens a dashboard showing the 

current performance of monitored SQL Server instances. Default starting page is a dashboard showing 

the currently monitored SQL Instances and how they perform. 

 

Dashboard is divided into the following areas: 

• information banner 

• summaries area 

• servers’ area, 

• instance area, 

• details for the selected SQL Server instance. 

 

6.1.1 Information bar 

User can switch between dashboard and different mode using the information section. List of available 
modes:  

• Icon View - displays monitored servers / SQL instances as icons (default)  

• Grid View – SQL instances are displayed in a grid/ table view  

• Television Mode - shows SQL instances in the form of developed icons with automatically 
switching performance indicators. 

 
Additionally, User is informed how much time is left until next dashboard refresh with the most recent 
data about the current performance of all monitored instances.  
Users can change display information’s about SQL instances via the drop-down menu in the information 

bar. Various types of SQL Instance can be defined and attributed in the ‘Configuration’ menu, which is 

described in the next chapter. 
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In case when information bar changes colour from blue to orange – this implicates insufficient space in 

the DBPLUS repository base or that DBPLUSCATHER service doesn’t work. 

 

Insufficient space at repository database 

In the instance of space in the pattern database, which repository is intended for DBPLUS to collect 
data, a warning message will show.  
The toolbar on Dashboard page turns orange and a lack of space message „Repository Space Warning” 

about lack of space will be shown. 

 

Information about the error is stored in the Logs tab. If in the database Repository there is no free space, 

the logs are stored in the DbplusCatcherServiceErrors.txt file in the C: \ ProgramData \ DBPLUS \ * 

folder on the server with the DBPLUS software. 

DBPLUSCATCHER service is not running 

In the event of monitoring service problem, the toolbar on Dashboard page turns orange and information 
„Monitoring service not running” will appear.  
To fix the problem you need to check for any issues with the server on which the client DBPLUS is 

installed, after which restart the DBPLUSCATCHER service. 

 

In addition, the information bar after entering the module of the Performance system by Instance 

Analysis presents the identifiers of the selected SQL instance for each screen. 
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As a result of clicking on the "database" icon, a table with a list of monitored SQL instances is shown, 

clicking on other instances from the list changes the view to the indicated instance, while remaining on 

the given screen. 

 

6.1.2 The summary area  

The main area presents a general summary of: 

• number of monitored servers and instances 

• number of active instances 

• number of databases on all instances 

• current load of virtual processors 

o by all processes on server 

o by all SQL instances 

• summary of waits 

 

 
From the main area, you can already determine whether utilization of virtual processors of all servers 

comes from the SQL instance, or, in turn, is caused by other non-SQL processes running on machines. 

6.1.3 Servers and instances area  

 

In server’s area, we see the icon of servers running SQL instance. After clicking on the server, in the 

area below these SQL Server instances will illuminate which work on the machine.  
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Icon on each server or database can be expanded by clicking on the "arrow" button or [Expand All] 

button 

 

 
After clicking [Expand All] button at the level of SQL instances area, we see exactly which SQL instance 

has the highest level of waits. 

 

6.1.4 Details of SQL instance performance  

In order to analyze the current load, click on the icon of a particular SQL instance. As a result, the lower 

dashboard area reloads presenting details of the selected SQL instance. 

 

Here dashboard lets to: 

o observe the current CPU usage  
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o determine on what SQL instances currently spends his time – Waits bookmark, Waits details 

bookmark 

o analyze performance indicators of the last 24 hours - Performance Counters 

o check the level of the session / locks, active transactions - Sessions 

o to see the load of the instance from the last 24 hours - Instance Load 

o verify memory utilization - Memory 

o check the size of SQL Instances - Info 

o view basic information about instance - Info 

o check alerts - Alerts 

 

Information about CPU utilization, Waits, sessions are presented here in the horizon of the last 15 

minutes. For example, on the CPU load chart – after clicking in series [Server CPU] it remains active 

only series appropriate for utilization generated by an SQL instance.  

 
 

In the current example, we see that the instance of SQL used a level 3-4 CPUs.  

 

Chart means that at a certain point in time (the time read from the X-axis), all users (active sessions) 

are waiting for the outcome of the query indicated number of seconds (the result read from the Y axis). 

Categories IO waits, Locks, Latches help to state why sessions are staying idle. By default, all series 

are visible. 
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Waits are divided into following types: 

➢ I/O waits - readings of disk devices 
➢ Locks - locks of database records by session 
➢ Latches - waits for access to database buffers  

Data information about waits can be known in the next tab [Waits details]. 

  

 
 

On the dashboard screen for the selected SQL service, you can also check the load, SQL indicators - 

so called performance counters and memory utilization of the last 24 hours. 

 

To do this, click on the appropriate tab on the left side. In the Performance Counter we should be 

aware of the additional selection filter of the group: 

 

 
 

The load from the last 24 hours we get after clicking on [Instance Load] button. 
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Instance Load is one of the core modules used by DBPLUS engineers to analyze performance. Chart 

consists of the following series: 

➢ Elapsed Time - shows the summary time all users are waiting on the result of a query at a given 

second of time. On the graph for the displayed point Elapsed Time is 6.74 seconds, which can 

be interpreted as follows: 

o 7 users launched different queries - 6 users waited for one second, 7th waited 0.74 

second. 

➢ CPU Time – the utilization of server processors by all queries in a given second in time.  

➢ IO Load – utilization of processors for I/O operations  

➢ Server CPU – load of server’s processors 

➢ SQL Server CPU - CPU load on the server’s processors by selected SQL instance. Series 

should be identical or imitating “Server CPU” line. 

For better readability of the graph:  

➢ you can click to disable (or enable) given series of the chart - we do it in the area of the chart 

legend 

➢ you can zoom the chart 

 

Here is an example showing series of Elapsed Time and CPU Time in the narrower time horizon: 

 

 
 

Dashboard also allows you to view basic information about SQL instances, among others: 

➢ SQL instance version 

➢ the number of available virtual processors 

➢ amount of assigned memory 

➢ recent changes to instance and SQL instances parameters 

 

We get it after clicking on the [Info] tab: 
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When you click on [Memory], you have information about memory utilization on the server and by SQL 

instance. In addition, we see what level of memory usage is kept by Buffer pool and Procedure cache: 

 

 
 

 

An additional feature of the dashboard is alerting about more or less critical performance events on 

server, among others: 

➢ Increased CPU utilization on server or CPU  

➢ Locks 

➢ The decrease in Buffer Cache Hit Ratio 

➢ The increase in the number of sessions or open transactions 

➢ Lack of free memory  

➢ Increased number of sessions or open transactions 

➢ Stopped SQL Agent service 

➢ Lack of space on server’s disks  

 

Example of Alerts screen is shown below: 
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When you click in the [Database space], you can get to know the current size of database on instance 

(size is expressed in MB): 

 
 

6.1.5 Dashboard – various forms of presentation 

Dashboard is available in 3 modes, which are switched by clicking [Toggle View] icon in the top right 

corner. Available modes are: 

Icon View - showing monitored servers/instances in the form of icons (default) 
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Grid View - showing instances in the form of a table 

 
 

Television Mode - showing instances of SQL Server in the form of icons with automatically switching 

performance indicators 

 

 
 

6.1.6 Grid/table options 

Data in the DBPLUS Performance Monitor system are presented in tables. In most cases, each table 

has the following options: 

• Ability to export to a file in CSV format 

• Formatting columns in tables 
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The export function is available by right-clicking on the table:

 

We have the possibility to export data with original values or with formatting for individual columns. 

Another table functionality allows formatting of numerical values in columns. The option is available by 

right-clicking on the column header and min. allows you to: 

• unit selection – e.g. Elapsed Time in seconds, minutes, Disk readouts in GB, etc. 

• selection of a shortcut for large numbers - e.g. kilo, Mega, ... 

• determining the precision of the number 

The formatting of columns applies to all grids in the system and is set independently (i.e., the formatting 

set for the table with the statistics of queries in the Instance Load screen will not copy automatically e.g. 

to the Sql Details screen). 

After clicking on the column header, the settings window appears 

 

➢ Grid manager 

The ability to change settings will be introduced in stages. First part are introduced changes on the Load 

Trends and SQL Details pages. 

The User for these tables on the pages can change for each of the columns: 

▪ Order of displayed columns 
▪ Visibility of columns 
▪ Change the format 
▪ Change of precision 
▪ Change of width 

Additionally, it is now possible to hide the Summary row on each page, using the settings available after 

press the [cog] icon. As before, the data contained in the grid can be freely exported to a file. 

The order of displayed columns 

To change the order of columns, click on the header of the column, hold down the mouse button, drag 

the columns and drop them to the desired place on the table. 
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Visibility of columns 

To hide a column, right-click on the column header to be hidden. A popup menu will open where the 

Hide column button should be selected. The indicated column is hidden.  

 

To reveal a column, click the [cog] button in the upper right corner of the table. After the popup menu 

open, select the [Show hidden columns] option, then indicate the column you want to rediscover in 

the table. The uncovered column will appear last on the right side of the table. 

 

Change of data format / precision 

To change the data format settings, precision, right-click on the column heading where you want to 

change the data. After making changes, save the changes by click [Apply] button. 
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Change of width 

To change the column width, click the column edge, hold and move it to the right or left to change the 

width. The current solution used in the DBPLUS application adjusts the width of the columns to the width 

of the screen. Therefore, with many columns in the table, the width of the columns will always be 

converted in proportion to the width of the screen. 

 

Storage of table configurations 

The configuration for each of the tables is saved in two ways: at the browser cache level on the user's 

computer or in the repository database. 

In order to permanently save the settings to the repository database, Windows authorization must be 

enabled in the DBPLUS Performance Monitor application (enabled at the Configuration Wizard level), 

and the Security module (Menu Configuration> Setings: Security "ON") must be started. The settings 

are saved for all monitored instances for each user separately. 

Restore default settings 

If User need to return to the default settings, they can do this by click the cog button and select [Restore 

grid defaults]. 

 
At any time, the User can restore the default setting for a given column by click on the [Restore 

defaults] button for a given column. 

6.1.7 Format SQL text queries  
On each page where the query text is presented, a [SQL Format] button has been added, after which 

query text will be formatted.  
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 Instance Analysis Menu 

6.2.1 Performance Menu – Instance Analysis 

Dashboard of the DBPLUS System Performance Monitor allows you to track the performance of SQL 

Server instances, and show how it looked over the last 15 minutes or the last 24 hours. For a detailed 

analysis of the load at any given moment in time, and seek answers to questions like: 

• why SQL instances is running slow? 

• why user had problems in the application 3 days ago at 15:48? 

• why my report performed 15 minutes? 

• etc. 

 

... You need to enter the module [Instance Analysis] and have two possibilities: 

 

➢ On the left side of the menu, click on [Instance Analysis] shows a list of SQL instances 

 

 

➢ Displaying the details of the instance after it has been selected on the Dashboard 
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6.2.1.1 Instance Load Tab 

Instance Load is a screen showing Instance load time, which was partially discussed in the previous 
section on the Dashboard. 
In the Performance module functionality of the graph is greater. First of all, we can here: 

➢ check the load of the instance in the wider horizon e.g. today, yesterday, a month or even 3.5 
years ago. 

➢ look at the SQL queries / commands, which generated the load 
➢ asses what SQL instance did at this time among others if performed a lot of disk operations, 

whether there were locks, etc. 
 
Instance Load screen consists of following areas:  

➢ filtration fields - fields of dates by which we define the period in which we want to check- the 
load 

➢ the graph presenting the load 
➢ the load information at a given moment of time: 

o list of queries with execution statistics 
o waits - what database was doing at the time to perform queries 
o load from the point of view of databases on instance 

 

Chart consists of following series: 

➢ Elapsed Time - shows the summary time all users are waiting on the result of a query at a given 

second of time. 

➢ CPU Time – the utilization of virtual server processors by all queries in a given second in time.  

➢ IO Load – utilization of processors for I/O operations  

➢ Server CPU – load of server’s processors 

➢ SQL Server CPU - CPU load on the server’s processors by selected SQL instance. Series 

should be identical or imitating “Server CPU” line. 

➢ Number of CPU’s – (default hidden)  

➢ Alerts – the number of alerts for a given snap. 
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After clicking on the legend of the chart on the Number of CPU's label, an additional series appears: 

 

The chart is "clickable" - click on the selected part / section will refresh the bottom of the screen with 
information about requests and waits that generated the data load. 

IMPORTANT: The screen shown that SQL Server instance is on a server with 8 CPUs.  

Data for chart of the Instance load is calculated by monitoring service DBPLUSCATCHER - a 
component of the DBPLUS Performance Monitor. Monitoring Service performs a number of 
procedures examining SQL instance performance. The result of the operation of these 
procedures is a snapshot (snap) that is created every 15 minutes. 

If one session for 15 minutes performed 3 queries: 
➢ The first query 5 minutes 
➢ The second query 14 minutes and 59 seconds 
➢ The third query 1 second 

The graph for a given situation will present  
➢ 1 CPU usage by Elapsed Time - so long the session owner was waiting for the result of the 

three queries 
➢ occupancy of less than 1 CPU by the line CPU Time - if any inquiry carried out in one thread 
➢ occupancy of more than 1 CPU by the line CPU Time - if one of the queries was executed the 

in multithreaded mode (wait CXPACKET) 
 

After clicking on the selected point in time, the lower part of the screen is refreshed, information requests 
and waits. 
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If you scroll down the screen: 

 

There are 4 additional sub-tabs: 

➢ SQL Statements 

➢ Waits 

➢ Databases Load 

➢ Alerts 

 

SQL Statements is the query statistics presented in the form of a table. By default, system displays the 

most aggravating question for the duration of Elapsed Time or CPU utilization. The method of display 

can be changed after clicking on the field [Statement filter] - you can also view a complete list of queries 

that participated in the load.  

 

The table with queries: 

➢ You can sort on any column 

➢ Change the number of queries per page 

➢ Search e.g. after a part of the query text 

 

The table contains the following information: 
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• Database – name of the database where the SQL statement was executed 

• Query Text - full text of SQL command 

• Query Hash/Query Plan Hash - an identifier of a query and an identifier of execution plan 

• Elapsed Time - the duration in seconds for all query executions within last 15 minutes. It 

may happen that the time is not for the last 15 minutes only for the last execution, which 

could take more than 15 minutes. 

• CPU time (sec) - CPU utilization time in seconds by the query during last 15 minutes. It may 

happen that the time is not for the last 15 minutes only for the last execution, which could 

take more than 15 minutes. 

• Time per one Exec (sec) – duration of query in seconds for one execution, 

• Executions - number of executions of the query in last 15 minutes. It may happen that the 

time is not for the last 15 minutes only for the last execution, which could take more than 15 

minutes. 

• Disk Reads - number of disks reads for the query in last 15 minutes. It may happen that the 

time is not for the last 15 minutes only for the last execution, which could take more than 15 

minutes. 

• Buffer Gets - number of buffers utilized by the query during last 15 minutes. It may happen 

that the time is not for the last 15 minutes only for the last execution, which could take more 

than 15 minutes. 

• Buffer Writes - number of buffers writes by the query during last 15 minutes 

• Rows processed - number of rows returned by the query in last 15 minutes.  

• Elapsed Time Load - the percentage of total instance load caused by the query during last 

15 minutes.  

CPU Time Load - the percentage of total SQL instance servers’ CPUs load caused by the 

query during last 15 minutes. 

 

IMPORTANT - in MS SQL statistics are counted after the query. In the case of a long-time query 

(e.g. more than 1 hour), the information about the query will appear only in the snap in which the 

query has been completed and all statistics will be counted for the entire query. 

 

In the column Query Hash / Query Plan Hash (each line presenting statistics of the execution) shows 

[+] ("plus") button 

 

 
 

When you click on [+] ("plus"), it shows additional context menu, which enables for detailed analysis of 

a particular query, which will be discussed in the section "Performance SQL Details” 
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For example, if you select [Add to query hash list], we move a query identifier to the clipboard with a 

list of queries for later analysis of specific queries 

Below the slide of 4 queries added to the analysis in SQL Details functionality. 

 

 
 

Below the table with a list of queries is presented the full text of the query with the execution plan. 

Clicking on particular query will refresh these fields. 

 

 

 

The following information is available in the explain plan: 

• Name of the database in which the query is performed 

• Optionally, information about the absence of an index, which is determined by the database 

optimizer based on index statistics, 

• Algorithm of the explain plan 

• List of parameters (example parameter values) used when compiling the first explain plan. 

 

In the area of the explain plan, there is a link that allows you to perform the following operations: 

 

• download the explain plan into an XML file 

• Generating a plan guide script 

• Generating a plan guide script with the query text and a filled list of parameters 

• Change explain plan view to graphical 
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Below the plan of execution in a graphic format: 

 
 

In the upper part of the explain plan window there is a link Show plan objects for ... to the functionality 

that allows its analysis and analysis of objects participating in the query, among others: 

 

• what tables, indexes participated in the execution of the query 

• how the engine referred to the given objects 

o searching for data (seek) 

o reading full data (scan index or table) 

• whether the query was performed in multithreaded mode 

• what mechanism was used to download and connect "data" from objects: 

o Nested Loop  

o Hash / Merge Join connection 

Clicking the [Show Plan Object] link, presents User with a form of used queries. 
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In [Show Plan Objects] we have information about the query text and the explain plan. Below we see 
areas such as:  

• Objects Used in Explain Plan – a list of all objects used by the query in the explain plan  

• Indexes for selected object – list of indexes for selected table - row selected in the "Objects 
Used in Explain Plan” consists of 3 bookmarks: 
a. Object Columns – a list of the individual columns of the selected object, along with 
information such as: column name, data type, column id, density (the lower density, the higher 
selectivity of the column)  

b. Info – basic information about selected object (DDL info)  

c. Properties – additional properties of selected object  
 
Info tab and Properties Tab are visible when checkbox “Load object properties (slower)” is selected.  
 
When analyzing the explain plan, we pay attention to:  

• Limiting the choice of data, or of the data with the where clause and table joins  

• Whether the request is with parameters or literals  

• The operation the SQL instance engine chose to retrieve/download data  

• Whether the table has appropriate indexes  

• Way of reading the data - Nested Loops vs. Hash Join  
 
Another tab (next to [SQL Statements]) is [Waits]. Waits presented here are shown in graphical and 
table form. The graph shows the duration for each second of the selected snapshot (of 15 minutes) for 
each type of wait that occurred at the time of the instance. 

 

A table is located below the graph with following columns:  

• Name - the name of wait  

• Wait time - per 1 second (sec.) - Duration of wait type in seconds  

• Total wait time for snapshot (sec.) - the total duration of wait type in the snapshot (15 minutes)  
 

 

The Databases Load Tab presenting the load from the point of view of the databases to which the 
queries were generated. 
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Next tab is Alerts. A list of alerts that occurred during this snapshot. 

 

6.2.1.2 Waits Tab 

Waits tab shows the duration of waits, which occurred at a time for all sessions on SQL Instance. 
Depending on the selection of [Toggle View] option, data can be shown graphically or in table form.  
Waits screen in a similar way to [Instance Load] screen, consists of the following fields:  

• filtration fields - fields of dates by which we define the period in which we see database' waits  

• graph presenting the level of waits for specific time (on the left) and for snaps (on the right).  

• detailed information about waits in a given moment of time  
 
The Y axis of the graph illustrates (in seconds for a given second) time of all waits that occurred during 

the period shown on the X-axis. X-axis of the graph shows the period in which waits occur. 
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After switching the view with [Toggle view] button we get we get detailed information about  
the duration of the type of wait. 

 

Similar like in the screen [Instance Load], [Waits] chart is "clickable". Clicking on the part of the graph 

(its point) will show us waits summary, appropriate for a snapshot in time. 
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From the above chart we can see:  

• what the SQL instance doing during the day (the default) or a selected period limited by dates 
in the filter  

• what SQL Instance doing during the last snap  
 
The system also allows to analyze individual Waits - the frequency, length and time of occurrence. To 
do this, click on the subtab [Analyze]: 
 

 
 
On this page User can analyze performance waits or all of waits grouped by: 

• Perf. Waits or All Waits, 

• day, hour, snapshot. 

• Group by Wait Class 
 
An example results of analysis we present below: 
 

 
 
Data is transferred on the chart area by clicking on the selected wait's row or dragging it to the empty 
field below. A view showing the class of top waits divided into days: 
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Group waits by class 
Depending on the period you have selected, you can also view the graph of the share of a given valid 

class in the total number of waiters. The functionality works for grouping after performance wait and for 

all waitresses.

 

Information is also available in table form under the graph. The data in the table are presented for the 

entire selected period.

 

6.2.1.3 Latches Tab 

The Latches tab shows the duration of all LATCHES in seconds, which occurred at a given time for all 

user' sessions of SQL instance. 
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Latch screen maintains almost the same functionality as the Waits screen (click-through charts, all 

latches presentation and latches at a specific point in time). 

The Y axis graph shows the time in seconds of all LATCHES that occurred at the time shown on the X-

axis. The X-axis of the graph shows the time in which LATCHES occur. The chart is active and refreshes 

every 15 minutes by clicking the [Refresh] button.  

6.2.1.4 SQL Analyze Tab 

SQL Analyze functionality presents an additional view of SQL Instance load. As with the instance Load 
chart, graph here also shows the utilization of the base.  
 
The screen consists of the following areas:  

• filtration fields:  
o date and time fields by which the time is determine in which users can to familiarize 

themselves with the instance load  
o way of the presentation of the load - by CPU Time or Elapsed Time  

 

• the graph shows the CPU load or Elapsed Time (depending on the choice in the filter)  

• cumulative statistics: 
o with Group by plan option unchecked – broken down into queries that generated a specific 

load in a given period  
o with Group by plan option checked – broken down into performance plans that generated a 

specific load in a given period 
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Graphs Y-axis shows the number of seconds for each second of duration of the query in SQL instance 
database.  
The X-axis represents the time at which the query caused the utilization of SQL Instance server. 
Differences that can show up between the load shown in the Instance Load graph, and utilization 
statistics of the SQL Instance server from the operating system side, arise due to including in the chart 
all kinds of waits, which is not shown in the operating system. The graph shows a full picture or 
performances, not just time.  

After clicking on certain number of queries, Users can see their share of Instance load and when it took 
place with an accuracy to 15 minutes: 

The table in the SQL Statements tab shows statistics for each query:  
 

• Query text – content of the query  

• Hash Value – the query ID  

• Plan Hash – execution plan ID  

• Elapsed Time (sec) – summary of time in seconds of query duration for all queries executions 
taking place in the selected time. If the filter is marked "Group by Plan," then the Time of duration 
(sec) indicates the duration of all searches for the PLAN HASH VALUE for a selected period.  

• CPU time (sec) – summary of time in seconds of CPU utilization for all executions of the query 
taking place in the selected time interval. If the filter is marked "Group by Plan," time of duration 
(sec) indicates the duration of all searches for the HASH VALUE PLAN for a selected period.  

• I/O Wait Time [Seconds] – total time in seconds of waiting for I/O for all query executions taking 
place in the selected time interval. If the "Group by Plan" filter is selected, then Time of duration 
(sec) shows the duration of all queries for a given PLAN HASH in the selected time interval 

• Executions - The number of query executions in the selected time  

• Disk Reads - The number of disks reads for a query in the selected time  

• Buffet Gets - The number of buffers utilized for a query in the selected time  

• Rows processed - Number of rows returned by the query in the selected time  
 
 
IMPORTANT: SQL Analyze screen maintains similar functionality to the Instance Load: 

• Clicking on a query row (in addition to showing the load on the graph) will display the 
full text of the query and its execution plan 

• Next to the query identifier the [+] [Plus] button is located, which adds a query to the 
clipboard with a list of queries  

If the Group by plan option is checked - the [Plus] button adds the hash plan identifier to the 

SQL Plan tab 
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It is worth noting that for individual components of the screen you can change the height - this applies 

to min. charts, data tables, query text controls, execution plan. 

Below is an example from the SQL Analyze screen:

 

6.2.1.5 SQL Details Tab 

SQL Details tab shows detailed information about the query such as:  

• frequency,  

• execution time,  

• whether the request has changed execution plan,  

• the number of returned records,  

• the number of executions,  

• role of query in load of SQL Instance,  
 
This information provides the opportunity to decide whether it makes sense to optimize given query 
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[SQL Details] tab is divided into several areas:  

Clipboard with a list of query IDs (expanded and collapsed by clicking the green button in the lower 

right corner of the screen) - the queries to the clipboard are added from screens:

• Performance ->Instance Load 

• Performance ->SQL Analyze 

• Performance ->Top SQL 

• Performance ->SQL 3D 

• Performance ->Top Day 

• Performance ->Slow SQL 

 
IMPORTANT: List of queries is remembered under the SQL Instance for specified user. That list 
can be saved to file or opened again.  
 
Filters area and the way to display statistics for:  

• specified Query Hash / Hash Value or SQL ID of the query  

• selected date range  

• a grouping of statistics by day, snapshot, etc.  

• navigation buttons which allow to refresh the screen, to search another query or to show 
the statistics of queries in report. 
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IMPORTANT: Selecting [checkbox Online Values] – some filters are hidden by default and 
clicking the [Refresh] button will present statistic of specified query according to information 
which are available in sys.dm_exec_query_stats system view. 

 
➢ Area with query text– with a scroll ability – convenient for longer query content 

 
➢ Detailed execution statistics in form of the table  

 
➢ Execution plan (with the [Explain Plan] tab selected)  

 
➢ Graphical presentation (With the Graph Tab selected) of any indicators/column from the statistic 

table  
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By clicking the SQL Statement Load tab, we can see the load generated by the given query (line / yellow 
area) against the background of the total instance load: 

 

On the SQL Details screen, the User had the option of change the table presentation by check additional 

checkboxes. In the latest version of changes, grid is possible after select the appropriate item in the Grid 

view list: 

▪ General statistics (default view), 
▪ Statistics per 1 exec (view with columns converted into a single execution), 
▪ Additional time Details (view contains information about interrupted queries). 
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After choosing the right view, changing the settings for columns and table is analogous to that described 

earlier for Load Trends. Changes can be defined for each view separately. 

[Enter Query Hash] displays statistics for given query identifier according to set filters. 

 

 
IMPORTANT: If you do not know and do not have any query ID and clipboard with a list of queries 
is empty, you can:  

➢ go to one of the screens (Instance Load, SQL Analyze, Top SQL, Top Day), where you 
can search suboptimal/long-lasting query  

➢ click on the [Find SQL] to search for a specific query (search by its text)  
 

Statistics show:  

• Plan Hash- query plan identifier  

• Elapsed Time (sec) - total time in seconds for the duration of the query for the selected grouping 
period.  

• CPU time (sec) - total time in seconds for CPU utilization for the query for the selected grouping 
period.  

• Rows processed [Rows] - Number of rows processed by query for the selected grouping period  

• Executions - The number of query executions for the selected grouping period  

• Disk Reads [MB/Blocks] - Number of readings from the disk for a given query for the selected 
grouping period, broken down by the amount of MB and data blocks  

• Buffet Get - The number of utilized buffers for a given query for the selected grouping period  

• Buffer Write 

• Buffer quality [%] – percentage of data that has been downloaded from the memory for a given 
query  

• Elapsed time per 1 exec - duration of a single query execution for the selected period grouping 
 
Filter [Group by period] - shows statistics for a given query grouped according to the choice:  

➢ No group by period - no grouping i.e. selection date ranges from 1 to 20 days of the month will 
show summary statistics for the selected period  

➢ Month – shows statistic for a given query, broken down by months  
➢ Day - shows statistics for a given query, broken down into periods of one day  
➢ Hour - shows statistics for a given query, broken down into periods of one hour  

➢ Snap - shows statistics for a given query, broken down by snapshots - periods of 15 minutes 

Online values option allows Users to display current information about queries stored in the SQL 
Instance buffer. 

Statistics on queries in other tabs appear in 15 minutes and after activating the [Show Online Values] 
option, you can see them right away if only the query starts at that moment.  
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To check whether the query is performed or not at the moment, after suppling the Query Hash identifier, 
activate the Online Values checkbox and click the [Refresh] button to observe the value in the columns 
Execution, Elapsed Time, CPU Time. If the values change, it means that the query is still executing. If 
the values are fixed, the query has stopped running. 
 
Explain Plan Tab 

Shows the query explain plan. If there is more than one for the query then you can click on the 

Compare plans checkbox, which will display two explain plans - it makes it easier to find differences 

between them, which in turn are highlighted in yellow: 

 

The control with the explain plan has the following available: 

• Link with additional options for text and explain plan 

• Link Show Plan Objects, which allows you to analyze the explain plan. 
 

6.2.1.5.1 Explain plan options 

 

In the area of the explain plan, there is a link that allows you to perform the following operations: 

 

• download the explain plan into an XML file 

• Generating a plan guide script 

• Generating a plan guide script with the query text and a filled list of parameters 

• Change explain plan view to graphical 

 

The first item from the pop-up menu allows you to download the execution plan in xml format - a plan in 
this form can be displayed in Microsoft Sql Studio. 

Another feature is the Generate plan guide scripts - an option that is useful in situations where the 
database optimizer changes the execution plan for the worse. Very often, with the change of the plan, 
the time of query execution increases and the slow-running query can be the source of other 
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performance problems (e.g. prolonging transactions, increase blockages, increase reads from disk 
devices).  

Create PLAN GUIDE for the query, we permanently set a specific execution plan with which the query 
should run. 

After selecting the Generate plan guide scripts, a form with selection options is shown, on which depends 

the further form of the script. 

In the form, the user has the following information available, including: 

• Query text 

• Statement type, we can choose: 

o From the application level 

o From the level of the base object (e.g. procedure, function, trigger) 

o From the T-SQL block 

• The name of the database 

• List of parameters or the name of the object from which the query is run 

• Number of query identifiers 

 - if there are more than 1 it can mean that the query is with a literal or runs in several 

databases 

Before running plan guide script generated, the user can: 

• Specify the name of the execution plan 

• Change the name of the database (e.g. the option may be useful when identical queries are 

run in several databases 

• Choose tips, i.e. hints for the script with plan guide. The option allows to specify: 

o Custom tips for indexes, join operators, order of operations, etc. 

o Directions according to the plan on which the form was launched 

o Tips with plan parameterization (if the query is a literal) 

 

Option Plan guide HINTS: Use hints from selected plan hash, means that the plan-based script will 

use the selected execution plan. 
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Option Plan guide HINTS: Use own hints, we have the opportunity to provide our own suggestions 

for the plan - below is an example:

 

Option Use Parametrization Forced hint, we use in a situation where we deal with literals. For 

example, for the selected Query Hash ID, we have many SQL handles in the system view with query 

statistics. 

An example of the form of queries, where it is worth to use parameterizations, are: 

select * from employees where nr=1 

select * from employees where nr=2 

select * from employees where nr=3 

select * from employees where nr=4 

 Below is a screenshot with an example script for the implementation of the execution plan: 

 

In the next step, the script should be copied to Microsoft SQL Studio, and executed on a user with 

administrative privileges. 

Important notice: 

The option with generation script for the implementation of the execution plan is available since 

SQL2008 and does not work in the EXPRESS, AZURE editions. 
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In some cases, you may not be able to run a script to run the execution plan. This applies to i.a. the 
following situations: 
 
The SQL database optimizer does NOT support all types of SQL commands (e.g. for the command: 
update employees set name = @ X where nr_pesel = @ y, set plan is impossible, but for the command: 
update p set p.name=@X from employees p where p.nr_pesel=@y, it is possible to set a plan) 
 
The SQL database optimizer does NOT support the case when the query is run in a T-SQL block - the 
plan can be set when the query is run from an application or a database object. 
 
You need to be very carefully when applying execution plans, i.a. choose the right plan or the right tips 

for the plan. 

After submitting the execution plan, you can check its existence in the sys.plan_guides system view or 

in Plan Guides tab.  

Information about the plan guide will also be visible in the query plan view. 

 
 
Instance Load screen: 

 
Slow SQL’s screen: 
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The next function in the execution plan pop-up menu is Show statement scripts with filled parameters. 
This option is useful for testing and checking queries (statistics or execution plan) directly in the 
monitored SQL instance. 

After clicking Show statement scripts with filled parameters, a new T-SQL block appears in the new 
window, containing: 

• Reference to the database 

• Parameter declarations and setting their value 

• Query text 

 

Notice: 

• Information about parameters and values is retrieved from the execution plan - the values that 

the database engine used when compiling the execution plan. 

• In the Sessions, Sql Details screen (with the Online Values filter enabled) real parameter values 

will be displayed - values used during the last build of the execution plan 

• For queries run from the T-SQL procedures / functions / block, problems may arise in 

determining the type of parameter - this results from the limitation of SQL and truncation of the 

query text in the plan tree (nodes with the StatementText attribute) 

The last function from the pop-up menu allows you to change the format of the execution plan - below 

the example with the plan of execution in the graphic format: 

 

After hovering the mouse over individual nodes of the execution plan, more detailed operations are 
shown in the tooltip: 

• description of the operation 

• list of predicates for search for SEEK operations 

• list of columns being returned 
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IMPORTANT: after changing the format in any other system window, the same format of the execution 
plan will be used. 

In the latest version of the application in the SQL Details tab we have added the ability to combine 

queries with the same query content. This functionality is useful when the Plan Guide for a query is 

implemented. In this case, the query receives a new identifier and it is not easy to verify and assess 

whether the implementation of PlanGuide brought the expected result. In the new version, by selecting 

the Connect queries with the same text option in the tab, the user searches for queries that have the 

same query text. Thanks to this, the chart can combine several queries at the same time and assess 

whether the change related to the implementation of Plan Guide has brought the expected stability and 

improved query performance. 

 

6.2.1.5.2 Show Plan Objects functionality 

The Show Plan Objects functionality appears in screens where the query text and execution plan are 
available. After clicking on the link with the same name, a window will appear as below: 
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The [Show Plan Objects] consists of repeated information about the query text and the execution plan. 
Below the text and the execution plan, there are areas:  

• Objects Used in Explain Plan - a list of all objects used by the query in given execution plan  

• Indexes for selected object - list of indexes for selected table - row selected in the "Objects 
Used in Explain Plan"  

• The area comprised of three tabs: 
a. Object Columns - a list of individual columns of the selected object, along with 

information such as: column name, data type, id columns, density (the lower density - 
the higher selectivity of the column) 

b. Info - basic information about selected object 
c. Properties - additional properties of selected object 

 

Important: When analyzing the execution plan, a particular attention is payed to:  

• Limiting the choice of data, or of the data with the where clause and tables joins  

• Whether the request is with parameters or literals  

• Actions that SQL Engine chose to data download  

• Whether appropriate indexes are in the table  

• Way of reading the data - Nested Loops vs. Hash Join  
 
 

A mechanism for formatting and parsing queries  

In the current version, the Show Plan Objects view showed the content of the query in unformatted form. 

 

The new function is available in two modes: 

▪ manual, 
▪ automatic. 
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In the manual mode, after enter Show Plan Objects and press the [Parse SQL Query] button, the query 

is formatted and parsed. Formatting the query changes the presentation in the SQL TEXT window to a 

form that facilitates query analysis. 

The parsing function in the current version gives the opportunity to highlight columns that belong to the 

given object participating in the query. In the following case, the [SystemUserRoles], table was selected 

on the query, and all columns associated with the table. 

Depending on the object that the User indicates, the objects are marked in different colors: 

▪ Table (green), 
▪ Indexes (yellow). 

The highlighting is performed in both the SQL TEXT and EXPLAIN_PLAN fields. 

 

As part of the mechanism, it is possible to select the range of highlighted objects on the query. To 

change the configuration, click the [cog] button on the Show plan Objects page. 

 

As a result of the click, a window will open where the User can choose: 

▪ SQL Parser – On demand/Automatic – parsing mode. 
Depending on the mode, when the User enter the Show Plan Objects screen, the query will be 

automatically formatted and parsed (Automatic mode). 

▪ Higlight columns - depending on the selection, the columns in the query will be highlighted 
▪ Highlight color – color selection for table / index highlight. 
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Depending on the selected option (checkbox selected), the User can highlight columns located in any 

part of the analyzed query. 

Each time after parsing the query, the User will receive information about the status of the performed 

operation. Under the first version of the parser mechanism, not all types of queries were handled. 

Support for subsequent queries will be added in each subsequent release. 

If everything went well, the button on the right will be presented in this form: 

 

In case the query was formatted correctly, however, there was a problem with reading all objects from 

the query: 

 

When the "X" character is presented after parsing, it means that the query could not be properly 

formatted as well as the parsing done. Support for such queries will be provided in subsequent version 

updates. 

 

 
 

6.2.1.5.3 Find queries in SQL Details 

In a situation where no Query ID is known, and a specific query needs to be found e.g.:  

• Queries that refer to a specified table  

• Queries that changed execution plan  

• New Queries  

• Queries that use specific SQL instance objects e.g. an index  
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• Queries using objects stabilizing execution plans 
 
Clicking on [Find SQL] button – displays the search query window.  
 
Searching for queries containing specific text - Statement by text  

Queries found can be "moved" to the clipboard of the SQL Details screen by clicking the [Plus] button 
next to the query identifier. For each query information is presented on: 

• Query ID  

• Last execution date  

• Elapsed Time  

• CPU Time  

• Number of executions  

• Number of reading blocks: 
o From disk devices  
o From memory  

• Number of contained records  

• Text of the query  
 
Entering several expressions in the search field, the result will be returned in two separate grids:  
- FIND RESULT FOR EXACT QUERY TEXT MATCHING WITH  
- FIND RESULT FOR SIMILAR QUERY TEXT MATCHING WITH  
 
For example, the result presented for searching for queries after entering "select max". In the upper 
table queries that exactly agree with the searched content "SELECT MAX (SNAP_ID) ..." are returned.  
In the bottom table, queries for "select% max" were found 
“SELECT NVL(MAX(P.LP), 0) + 1 FROM P_R_SAM P…”. 

 

Searching the queries that change the plan  
 
With the Plan Flip-Flop Statements tab selected, a search for queries that have changed the plan of 
execution in a given period of time. Using the values of i.a. Elapsed Time, CPU Time, an ability to search 
for those queries whose share in the load is significant.  
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For queries changing the execution plan, additional information is grouped according to the following 
areas:  

• Statistics with a summary for all performance plans on which the query worked,  

• Slowest plan statistics summary,  

• Fastest plan statistics summary,  

• Comparison between Slowest and Fastest  

• Possible time reductions for queries statistic.  
 
Below is an example of the search results for those questions that will change the execution plan within 
two weeks:  
View of the areas [Total statistics, Slowest plan statistics] 

 

View of the areas [Fastest plan statistics, Slowest vs. Fastest, Estimation statistics] 

 

An important area of the Flip-Flop Statements plan screen is the statistics estimation. The columns 

Elapsed Time to reduce and CPU Time to reduce, is a calculation about the possible reduction of 

time for the case when the query would work to be disabled on the fastest execution plan. 

Helpful tip:  
Sorting one of these columns will allow to find those questions whose optimization will bring the greatest 
improvement in performance.  
 
Searching new queries – New Statements  
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It is also possible to search for new queries that started to run in a given time period, for which the total 
execution time is greater than the specified value.  
In this case, queries that were performed on 30.08.2018 will be searched and not performed on 

29.08.2018 for which the total duration for all queries was greater than 100 seconds. 

 

Statements using objects  
 
It is also possible to search for a query after entering the name of the object. In the case below, queries 

using DBPLUS_SNAPS objects were searched in a given period of time. 

 

6.2.1.6 Load Trends Tab 

Load Trends tab allows for detailed information on trends in SQL Instance. 

 

The page consists of three components:  
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• Filter with the date range and grouping option  

• Graph presenting certain indicators over time  

• The table of statistics  
 

Information displayed on the graph can be shown in groups of:  

• No group by period – with no grouping; selection of date range  

• Month – statistics broken for months  

• Day – statistics broken by day  

• Hour – statistics broken by one hour  
➢ Snap – statistics broken by 15 minutes 

Load Trends Statistics include the following information: 

• Logdate - represents the point in time for which the statistics are presented (i.e.: day, hour, 
minutes, for the entire period)  

• Elapsed Time [Seconds] - total length of time in seconds of all queries for the selected grouping 
period  

• CPU Time [Seconds] – total time of utilization CPU for query for the selected grouping period,  

• Deadlock wait time, 

• Lock timeout/cancel – time of interrupted query waiting on lock, 

• Elapsed Canceled – query time interrupted by the User. 

• Executions - number of performances of all searches for the selected grouping period  

• Disk Reads [Blocks] – number of block readings for the selected grouping period  

• Disk Reads [MB] - The number of disks reads for all queries for the selected grouping period  

• Buffer Gets [Blocks] - number of utilized buffers for all queries for the selected grouping period  

• Rows processed [Rows] - number of rows processed by all queries for the selected grouping 
period  

• Latches [Seconds]- total time in seconds the duration of all latches that occurred for the selected 
grouping period  

• Waits [Seconds]- total time in seconds spent on all waits including latches that occurred for the 
selected grouping period  

• Locks [Seconds]- total time in seconds of the duration of all locks that have occurred for the 
grouping period  

• Sessions – average number of logged users  

• Active sessions – average number of active sessions  
 
Clicking selected columns presents their behavior as function of time: 

 

Changing the graph type to ‘Area’ results in Graph changes to the example below: 
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In the filter area there is a control that allows displaying statistics for a specific SQL Instance - by default, 

statistics are displayed for all databases in the SQL instance. 

As a result of clicking on "All databases", statistics with% share of individual performance parameters 

are shown 

 

6.2.1.7 Compare Trends Tab 

Compere Trends tab allows for statistics comparison. These can be compared by ether days or periods.  
 
Information are presented in three areas:  

• Selection of comparing method – Compare Days or Compare Periods  

• Date, range of date and statistic selection  

• The graph presenting specific indicators over time  

Comparing databases by day [Compare Days], any day can be picked from the calendar and added to 

the report.  
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Comparing databases by period [Compare Periods] filtering options available are as for comparison 
after day. The chart below shows a comparison between two periods from 20.08 to 22.08 and 27.08 to 
29.08, the chart is presented for one-hour samples and presents the statistics of Elapsed Time. 

 

6.2.1.8 Top SQL Tab 

The data presented on the Top SQL tab presents the most demanding queries depending on whether 

the user is interested in the query execution time, the number of read data, the number of processed 

blocks from memory (Buffer Gets), or the number of readings from disk (Disk Reads), etc.  
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Queries are presented in the form of graphs in descending order according to the duration of the query 

in the selected time period for Elapsed time or other selected indicator.

 

From the [Top SQL] screen, any query can be easily added to the [SQL Details] by clicking the [Plus] 
button next to the query identifier and clicking the options:  

• SQL View details - to move to the SQL Details screen and analyze specific query  

• Add to query hash list - to add the query to the clipboard with a list of questions for further 
analysis  

 
If the query is grouped by the query plan (selected checkbox [Group by plan]), clicking the [Plus] button, 
adds the query plan identifier which will be available in the [SQL Plan] tab). 

 

Deleting individual charts from the [Top SQL] view can be done using the checkboxes in the legend. 
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The right side presents a choice to show top queries by selected filter:  

• Elapsed time  

• CPU Time  

• Disk Reads  

• Buffer Gets  

• Buffer writes 

• Rows Processed 

• Executions  
 
After clicking on the Show Additional filters link additional possibilities are presented including:  

• Change the report type to:  

o Top 20 statements 

o Top 20 cursor statements 
o Top 20 procedures 

 

• Change the size of the charts for the presented queries  

• Adding the name of the presented statistic to the Y axis in the chart. 

6.2.1.9 SQL 3D Tab 

Data presented on the SQL 3D tab presents the most demanding queries: execution time, number of 
read data, number of blocks processed from memory (Buffer Gets), number of reads from disk (Disk 
Reads), etc. 
 

The data presented on this page is analogous to those presented in Top SQL. They differ in the way of 

presentation. In this case, an opportunity to look at the queries in one view is presented. It is easier to 

indicate which query at the time has the most impact on the indicator. 
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On the website an option to display queries for a given date range is available. It is possible to present 
data in samples for day, time and snap. 
 
Similarly, as for the Top SQL, the graph can present data for indicators: 
 

• Elapsed time  

• CPU Time  

• Disk Reads  

• Buffer Gets  

• Buffer writes 

• Rows Processed 

• Executions  
 
Selecting additional filters will allow for each question to be grouped by the plan as well as chart for top 
procedures or queries to the log. 

 

After indicating the appropriate query on the graph, user can add them for further analysis by adding to 
the clipboard or going straight to the details (SQL Details tab). 
 
Attention: In the case of selected group by plan [Group By Plan] clicking details, user is taken to the 

details of the given query plan (SQL Plan tab). 
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Each query can be freely unchecked by clicking on the checkbox for a given query. This will remove the 

query from the graph. 

 

6.2.1.10 Top Day Tab 

[Top Day] window allows to view top queries for CPU Time or Elapsed Time and track their behavior 

changes. 

 

On the above slide, presented top queries in the last 2 weeks and the share of the first query 

impact against the CPU Load of entire SQL Instance. 

Conclusion: optimizing the selected queries instance load can be reduced by 80%! 

Table with top queries contains 
 

• Date – the date the request was made, 

• Query hash – the content of the query, 

• Elapsed Time [Seconds] – the total execution time of the SQL query on a given day, 
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• CPU Time [Seconds]– total processor usage time, 

• Time per 1 exec [Seconds] – the time of a single query execution 

• Executions – number of executions on a given day for a given query, 

• Disk reads [MB] – the amount of read data from the disk, 

• Buffer gets [Blocks] – the number of utilized buffers for all queries, 

• Load [%] – percentage of sql instance load, 

• Place – the place where the given query affects the SQL Instance on a given day 

• No. of plans – number of execution plans for a given query, 

• Is Query – whether a given record is a query or a procedure. 

 

Below the table a Statement Text is located– text of the selected query. By checking the query in the 

table, user can drag query to chart [Instance Load] and observe changes of its influence on the overall 

load of the database. 

6.2.1.11 Slow SQLs Tab 

On the tab system presents queries depending on the duration time. Queries which exceeded 1000 

seconds (default 200 seconds) are presented (all queries for a given Hash Value).

  

Below the table there is the content of the query and the execution plan for the selected statistics. 

Notice: remember about the possibility of a detailed analysis of a specific query by clicking the 

[Plus] button on the query. 

6.2.1.12 Perf Counters Tab 

The Perf Counters window allows you to analyze Performance Counters, i.e. counters containing 

information about various operations performed by SQL instances. 

Counters are defined according to the class below: 

• Access Methods 

• Availability Replica 

• Broker Activation 

• Broker Statistics 

• Broker TO Statistics 

• Broker/DBM Transport 

• Buffer Manager 

• Catalog Metadata 

• CLR 

• Cursor Manager by Type 

• Cursor Manager Total 

• Database Replica 

• Databases 

• File Table 

• General Statistics 

• Latches 

• Locks 

• Memory Manager 

• Plan Cache 

• Query Execution 

• SQL Errors 

• SQL Statistics 
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• Transactions 
 

Below the chart is a list of indicators that can be searched. After clicking on the indicator, its statistics 

are added on the chart 

Selected examples below: 

Analysis of the number of Batch requests in relation to the SQL compilation of query texts / execution 

plans 

 

Analysis of the number of Lazy writes in relation to the Page life expectancy 

 

Analysis of the number of Page reads in relation to the Page writes 
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Export is performed for statistics previously selected from the table. Export is possible by changing the 

chart preview to the tabular form [Switch to grid]. 

 

We perform exports for statistics previously selected from the list by right clicking and selecting one of 

the two available options: "Export grid" or "Export grid with formatted data".

 

6.2.1.13 OS Stat Tab 

The tab presents information about statistics collected at the operating system level.  
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The OSS Stat tab contains the following information as: 

• Logical CPUs – number of available processors, 

• SQL Instance Logical CPUs – number of available processors on SQL Instance, 

• CPU Idle [Seconds] – the number of processor inactivity seconds, relative to all processors 

• CPU Usage [Seconds] - number of seconds in which the processor was busy executing the user 
or kernel code, including all processors on the server 

• SQL Instance CPU Usage – [Seconds] - number of seconds in which the processor was busy 
executing the user or kernel code, including all processors on the SQL Instance, 

• Total Memory [MB] - total amount of physical memory. 

• Memory Free [MB] – total amount of free physical memory. 

• Memory Used [MB] - total amount of used physical memory. 
 

 

6.2.2 Plan Guides Menu 

The Plan Guides menu has been added, available from Instance Analysis for each instance. Information 

on the Plan Guides established in a given instance is available on the screen. Current information as 

well as historical data are available. 
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The Plan Guide Overview tab contains the following information as: 
➢ Database name 
➢ Name – Plan Guide name, 
➢ Create date  
➢ Last modify – date of last modification 
➢ Is Disable – information about Plan Guide status, 
➢ Statement text  
➢ Query Hash – query ID assigned with Plan Guide 
➢ Scope – [OBJECT/SQL/TEMPLATE] 
➢ Scope object name 
➢ Scope object type – (e.g. procedure, functions) 
➢ Parameters – list of parameters 
➢ Hints – hints related with Plan Guide 

 
Note! Not all Guide Plan will be assigned Query Hash. This will refer specifically to those Guide 
Plans that have been created in the past and for which queries are not currently performed. 
 
After clicking on the row in the table, below (the SQL Text & Hints tab), the content of the query will be 
presented as well as the used hints within the plan. The Changes History tab presents information about 
what changes were made to a given Plan Guide (e.g. Insert / Change / Drop) 
 
In addition, the Plan Guide History tab stores information about all Plan Guide in the SQL Instance. To 
search for a Historical Plan Guide, select the appropriate date range. 
 

6.2.3 Menu Anomaly Monitor 

The Anomaly Monitor allows to viewing anomalies (alerts) generated on the database. The browser is 
available from the Instance Analysis> Anomaly Monitor SQL instance details 

6.2.3.1 Alerts viewer in the SQL instance 

 
On the page user can choose between two tabs; Reasons Analysis and Reasons Overview. 

6.2.3.1.1 Reasons Analysis 

The Anomaly Monitor module has been improved in the new version of the application. The method of 

alert detection and presentation has been modified. After enter the screen, a graph from the last 14 days 

is presented where a performance problem occurred. The date range can be freely modified. By default, 

the screen presents problems grouped by class (Analyze by Class), it is also possible to change the 

presentation and group them by reason of problems (Analyze Reason). 

 

Problems on the chart are marked by colored icons (a different color for each class / reason). For further 

analysis, select the indicated day on which the problems occurred. After select a specific day (point on 

the graph) a detailed graph for a given day will be presented with an indication of the point at which 

performance problems occurred. Each point on the graph represents a given snap (15 minutes). By 

select a point on the chart, the user will receive information on statistics that have been exceeded at the 

moment as well as information on the cause of the problem.  
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In the new version, the Anomaly monitor module has been extended with problem detection, which 

additionally analyzes database performance at a given time and presents the result of this analysis in 

the form of a problem. This module is embedded in the application code and is not user configurable. 

The current alert mechanism works all the time independently of the detection mechanism. 

 

As part of defining causes of the problem in the Alerts settings menu in the "Reasons & Problems 

definitions" tab for a given cause of the problem, user can specify and add a detailed description of the 

problem with an indication of the place for detailed analysis. 

 

6.2.3.1.2 Reasons Overview 

 

As part of this tab, the application allows you to view problems in one set. We can choose the same 

filters as for the Reasons Analysis tab and additionally the option of marking / deselecting grouping after 

the Cause. 
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Depending on the checkbox [Group by reason], alert data will be displayed in various lists: 

• selected 

 
• unselected 
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6.2.4 I/O Stats Menu 

The screen is accessed from the menu on the left side and is used to analyze the performance of disk 

components. [I/O Analyze] functionality allows you to see any performance problems on disk devices, 

among others comparing the performance of writing and reading for specific days, hours, data files, 

tablespaces as well as collectively for the entire sql instance. 

 

The area is divided into the following parts: 

• Filter area with date range and additional filters 

• A graph for presenting specific indicators 

Table showing statistics of: 

o Reads - the number of reads 
o Writes - the number of data writes by DBWR 
o MB Reads - the number of read blocks 
o MB Writes – the number of wrote blocks 
o Read Time - time to read blocks 
o Write Time - time to write blocks 
o 1MB Read Time - time to read a one MB 
o 1 MB Write Time - time to write a one MB 

 

Filter [Group by period] - shows statistics for a given query grouped according to the choice:  
➢ No group by period - no grouping i.e. selection date ranges from 1 to 20 days of the month will 

show summary statistics for the selected period  
➢ Day - shows statistics for a given query, broken down into periods of one day  
➢ Hour - shows statistics for a given query, broken down into periods of one hour  
➢ Snap - shows statistics for a given query, broken down by snapshots - periods of 15 minutes 

 

On the website a possibility of a comparative analysis for I / O statistics is available. Days Compare 

page consists of two options to compare data: grouped for hour or by snap. Comparing consists of 

adding specific days from the calendar and adding them to the graph. 
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6.2.5 Space Monitor Menu 

The Space Monitor module allows for SQL Instance storage analysis. Three options are provided:  

• Display the current size of SQL Instance 

• Detailed information on database occupancy (by database objects) 

• The history of SQL Instance size change in table and graphical form 
 
IMPORTANT: [Space Monitor] module is also accessible from the main page (click [Back to 

dashboard] button) this allows to analyze the space used by SQL Instance. 

6.2.5.1 Current Space Tab 

The Current Space tab shows the current size of all databases in SQL Instance or specific database 
and its size over time. 

 

In the filter, you can change the grouping method and set the filter to a specific database: 
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In the table below the chart, user can see: 

o The size of the all databases in SQL instances (or specific database) 

o Used space 

o Statistics on size increments 

 

6.2.5.2 Current Space Details Tab 

In the Current Space Details Tab, the user can check the size of individual database objects. The page 

consists of 2 grids: 

o Object size by type - presents data grouped by object type 

o Object size - lists individual objects with their size 
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6.2.5.3 Overview Tab 

In the Overview Tab, the page presents the size of instances / databases on particular days in the form 

of a table. The filter area allows you to analyze the space: 

o In the selected time horizon 

o For all or a specified database 

o For specific file types 

o With a specific grouping 

 
 

6.2.5.4 History Tab 

In the History tab, the page shows the size SQL instance (or specific databases) for each day of the 
selected date range. 
 
Graphs can be presented for a given period, grouped by day or time. 
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6.2.6 Memory Menu 

The Memory module allows to analyze the memory utilization in the database. The tabs provide options 

to: 

• Display the current memory usage, 

• Memory usage history over time, 

• The use of memory by user sessions. 
 

6.2.6.1 Memory usage Tab 

The Memory Usage tab presents the settings of individual SQL instance parameters and utilization of 

memory by instance broken down into memory areas, i.e.: 

➢ Buffer Cache (Buffer Pool) 

➢ Procedure Cache 

➢ Others areas (Memory Clerks, Transaction Log, i.e.) 

 

Parameter settings are shown as components of the wheel. The sizes of individual parameters are 

expressed in MB. Clicking on the interesting fragment of the wheel showing the given parameter will 

show the statistics of this parameter using the graph on the right side of the Memory wheel. The statistics 

graph has a different characteristic for each parameter. 

 

 

In addition to the size of memory utilization by SQL instances, user also can see the use of memory on 
the server - the right column of the chart. 

After clicking on the Buffer Cache area, the right part of the chart is refreshed accordingly: 
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6.2.6.2 Memory usage history Tab 

The Memory Usage History tab shows the history of memory utilization over time. In the filter area, you 

can specify the way of grouping data, according to which graphs for particular areas of memory will be 

displayed: 

 

6.2.6.3 Session Memory Tab 

The Session Memory Tab is divided into two parts: 

• Bar graph showing the amount of current memory that sessions occupy 

• Tables showing the current utilization of memory by sessions 
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6.2.6.4 Session memory history Tab 

As with the Memory usage history tab, the user can check the amount of memory during the utilization 

of user sessions. 
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6.2.7 Sessions Menu 

Sessions functionality presents information about sessions in the SQL Instances. From the level of 
upper tabs, access is provided to: 

• Sessions – sessions in the database displayed according to the criteria in the filters, 

• Temp usage sessions – a screen that allows for session analysis for the use of temporary 
space (e.g. a session that performs a query that sorts a large amount of data), 

• Log usage session – functionality that allows for session analysis for the use of log (e.g. 
sessions holding a large portion of data in an uncommitted transaction) 

• Session chart history 

• Active sessions/Log usage sessions history – Field allowing for following searches: 

o What queries the program / user runs? 

o Which users the specified query hash is run 

 

6.2.7.1 Sessions Tab 

The Session tab shows session information on the SQL instance. 

 

After selecting the appropriate filters, session information will be presented: 

• Logon Time – time of user logging into SQL Instances  

• Session id – user session ID  

• Query Hash – identifier of the currently executed command, (it means that the command is 
currently being executed with accuracy provided by SQL instance). 

• Login name – database user name, 

• Status – status of the session: running, sleeping 

• Windows username – user name in the operating system on which the SQL instance database 
was logged in,  

• Hostname – the name of the machine the SQL Instance was logged  

• Program – the name of the program you logged in to the,  

• Context Info – the value of context info parameter, set at the session level  

• Blocking session - the number of the parent session that blocked the current session (when 
the value is greater than zero) 

• Database - the database in the context of which the SQL command is executed 

• Wait – name of the session wait type, 
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• Wait time  

 

Selected rows provide following information below: 

• SQL sub-tab 
 
It contains the text of the SQL query. The information is displayed only for queries for which Hash value 
is stored. 

 

• Operation Progress sub-tab 
 
Presents information about the status of the current operation being performed by the session in the 

SQL instance. 

 

In the Waiting tasks tab, individual tasks / threads for the session are shown - below the screen with 

a multithreaded session 

 

 
 

Cases for selected multithreaded session: 
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6.2.7.2 Tempdb usage sessions Tab 

In the next [Tempdb usage sessions] tab, sessions are presented for the use of temporary space. 

 

It should be noted that the Tempdb space can be occupied due to: 

• Temporary objects - e.g. tables with prefix ##, 

• Internal objects created by the database engine with support for hashing, joins, sorting 

This information is visible on the chart in the Tempdb usage sessions tab. The chart contains 

information about: 

• the used of memory in the Tempdb database via query version store, 

• the used memory by sessions 

• the used memory by other objects 

 

The information about queries version store is useful when the "read_committed_snapshot with ON" 

parameter is enabled on the basis (the parameter is switched on so that "select" type queries do not 

block the query that make changes). 

This setting generates additional entries in the Tempdb database because the change version is kept 

until the transaction is closed. 

Below the chart there is a list of sessions where we have the same functionality as in the Sessions tab 

- clicking on the sessions shows in the sub-tabs the content of the query, information about the statistics, 

the status of the session. 
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6.2.7.3 Log usage sessions Tab 

In the [Log usage sessions] tab, sessions presented for the use of the Log transaction space are 

located. The functionality allows to track those sessions that take up a large Log space (e.g. a large 

portion of updated data) or long period of time sessions. 

 

 
 

Below is the same example with selection for a database containing changes. 

 

 

As in the previous tabs (i.e. Sessions, Temp usage sessions), below the chart is a list of sessions. 

6.2.7.4 Session history Tab 

On this page displays in form of a graph the number of active and inactive sessions in the selected 

time period. 
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6.2.7.5 Active Sessions/ Tempdb sessions/Log usage sessions history Tab 

The active sessions / Tempdb sessions / log usage sessions history tab shows detailed information 
about open sessions at a given time: 
 
The data in the table are divided into three groups: 
 

• yellow color presents information about active sessions, 

• green color shows information about sessions using Tempdb, 

• red color shows information about sessions using Log. 

 

Clicking on the table record presents details for the selected snapshot in the Sessions, Tempdb usage 
or Log Usage. 

In this case, following information are presented: 

• Session Id – user session identifier, 

• Program – – the name of the system / program the session was launched, 

• Host Name – the name of Hostname, 

• Login name – user name, 

• Nt user name – OS user name, 

• Context Info – the value of context info parameter, 

• Query Hash – the identifier of the command being executed, 

• Plan Hash – the identifier of the execution plan, 

• Wait type – specific type of wait, 

• Wait time – wait time, 

• Blocking session id - the number of the parent session that blocked the current session (when 
the value is greater than zero), 

• Command – type of statement, 

• Database – database name, 

• Elapsed Time  

• CPU Time  

Below the screen of active sessions:
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Below the screen of Tempdb usage sessions: 

 

Below the screen of Log usage sessions: 

 

The application has ability to search information about the user's session using a given type of validity. 

We start the search by pressing the "Hide additional filters" button and then from the list of available 

waits we add the ones we want to view. 

After pressing the Refresh button, only those sessions that were waiting, for a wait selected by the user 

from the list will be presented in the given period. At the same time, you can also select other filters, e.g. 

such as SID session ID or Hash Value. 

 
 
In the Session> Active Session / Tempdb sessions / Log usage history tab the functionality of searching 
session history to find sessions blocking other sessions has been added. If there were blockades in a 
given snap, the Blocking sessions id column containing the session identifier blocking the given session 
is supplemented in such cases. In the latest version, a search blocking session mechanism has been 
added. 
In the event of a blockade, click the "loupe" button that appears in the Blocking session id column, this 
will cause the table to be automatically scrolled and the row with the session which is a blocker will be 
highlighted. 
 

 
 
This screen also provides functionality for generating the graph, which can be cycled through by 
changing the view "Switch to chart". 
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Four charts are available, these are: 
 

• Active sessions, 

• Tempdb usage sessions, 

• Log usage sessions, 

• All statistics. 

Active Sessions chart: 

 

Log usage Sessions chart: 

 

All statistics chart: 

 

6.2.8 Jobs Menu 

Information on Jobs is available in two tabs: 

▪ Current Jobs (containing a list of all Jobs saved to the repository), 
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On the screen for the User a list of jobs downloaded from the repository is presented. The list can be 

freely filtered based on: 

▪ Job names, 
▪ Job description, 
▪ Owner 
▪ Category, 
▪ Accessibility (Enabled / disabled). 

Job removed from the database are still available in the repository and can be viewed by checking the 

checkbox: Show dropped jobs. 

After clicking on a row in the table, the user will be presented with information about the job. The current 

configuration as well as the commissioning schedule will be displayed. In addition, the [+] button is 

presented in the name column for each row, after which you can add a given job to the clipboard: Add 

to jobs list (for later analysis) or go directly to the startup history: View jobs details. 

 

▪ Jobs History (contains information about all jobs started). 
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The screen contains information about the run history for each job in the analyzed SQL instance. The 

table lists of jobs performed at a given time. In addition, the User can filter the list as on the previous tab 

using: 

▪ Job names, 
▪ Job description, 
▪ Owner 
▪ Category, 
▪ Duration, 
▪ Status, 
▪ Accessibility (Enabled / disabled). 

By selecting a row in the table, the User receives information on the entire process with a breakdown 

into individual steps (Steps tab) along with the status for each of the steps separately. The Graph tab 

presents all runs of the selected job in the selected time range. The Properties tab presents the 

configuration (steps and schedule) based on selected job. 

By selecting the options: In Progress (online), we also get the opportunity to check the status of currently 

performed jobs on the SQL instance. 

6.2.9 Backups Menu 

The data in the [Backups] tab allow for backup performance checks, i.e. the execution time and backup 

histories. It is divided into three parts: 

➢ Statistics – general information about backups made for each of the databases  

➢ Overview – presentation of recent backups made for individual databases  

➢ History – history of backups 
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6.2.10 Locks Menu 

 

The page contains information about blockades occurring in a given data base. The lock module 

consists of the following tabs: 

• Online Locks – allow the current blocking analysis on the SQL Instance  

• Locks history – allow to track blockades in time 

• Online Locked Objects - show a list of objects on which locks are currently locked 
 

6.2.10.1 Online Locks Tab 

Online Locks tab consists of the following area: 

➢ List of locked sessions section: 

• Tree of blocked sessions refreshed after clicking on the fragment / given point of the chart 
o at the top of the tree, blocking sessions are shown 
o in nodes below, waiting sessions blocked by sessions in the parent node 

• Details for the selected session 
o Text of the query 
o Session parameters, including transaction opening time, transaction type, etc. 

 

An example lock screen is presented below: 
 

 
 

6.2.10.2 Locks history Tab 

The page contains information about the history of blockades occurring SQL Instance. The screen 
consists of the following areas: 

• The filter bar over the date range 
• A graph showing the locks in time 
• Tree of blocked sessions refreshed after clicking on the fragment / given point of the chart 

o at the top of the tree, blocking sessions are shown 
o in nodes below, waiting sessions blocked by sessions in the parent node 

• Details for the selected session 
o Text of the query 
o Session parameters, including transaction opening time, transaction type, etc. 
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It’s possible to search for information for any period by selecting an interesting date range (by default, 

the page opens with the current date set). 

 

An example lock screen is presented below: 
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6.2.11 Parameters Menu 

 

The page allows for viewing and report changes in SQL Instance parameters over time. The window 

presents the current status of parameters and their changes over time.  

➢ Instance Parameters – instance parameters set using the command sp_configure 

➢ Instance Properties – other server properties 

➢ Database Parameters – databases parameters 

 

Below are the example screens: Status of parameters containing the word “max”. 

 

 
History of parameter changes: 

 
 

IMPORTANT: The parameter module is also available from the main menu level after exiting the 
Instance Analysis performance module (go through clicking [Back to dashboard]). Then the 
system allows analyzing parameters for all monitored databases simultaneously. 
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6.2.12 Logs Menu 

The Logs module allows the user to check logs from the operation of the SQL Instances monitoring 

procedure. 

6.2.12.1 DBPLUS procedure statistics Tab 

In the tab, the user can check if any errors occurred while monitoring the specified database. 

Additionally, the duration of the monitoring procedure is shown - the number of seconds for 15 minutes. 

The presentation of information on the times of collecting data from monitored databases by the 

DBPLUSCATCHER Windows service has been more detailed. This information relates to the procedure 

for monitoring the database at 15-minute intervals. 

The data, as before, is available in the Logs tab at the detail level of the given database. From this 

version, by clicking on a row in the Snaps table runtime procedure, the User will receive detailed 

information on the next steps that make up the monitoring procedure. 

 

Then, by pointing to the step (in the Snap details table), the User receives information about the duration 

of the procedure and the number of rows processed (information available only for certain steps). 

 

Information about the status of a given snap is contained in the Status column. If the monitoring process 

run correctly, a green dot will be displayed in the column. 
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If one of the monitoring procedure steps has not been performed or has been interrupted and the step 

concerned is not critical, the User receives information about the reason for the interruption of the step 

and the status of the entire snap is presented in orange. 

 

If there was a problem with the connection at the time of the monitoring procedure or the problem 

concerned a critical step for a given procedure, the status information is written in red. 

 

If the monitoring procedure is in progress, this information is visible in the status (running) field, as well 

as the Online steps refresh button is visible, after which the information on the monitoring procedure 

progress is refreshed.  
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In addition, all problems related to the monitoring procedure are available in the form of a list on the 

Procedure Errors tab. 

Information on the monitoring procedure is also included in the form of a file on the application server. 

The file contains information about the last snap performed on a given database. The file is in the folder: 

C: \ ProgramData \ DBPLUS \ DPM.Web \ Snap 

Each file is marked with a digit assigned to the database when it is included in the monitoring 

(dbplus_central_servers table in the DBPLUS schema in the repository database). 

 

6.2.12.2 SQL Server Logs Tab 

An example screen is shown below:  
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6.2.13 Reports Menu 

The following reports are available in the Reports module: 

• Performance Report, 

6.2.13.1 Performance report 

The report presents the performance of the SQL Instances in the selected time period. The report 

contains information about: 

• Top queries operating in the database for: 
o Duration: Elapsed Time 
o Utilization Processors: CPU Time 
o Readings from disk devices 
o Block reads from memory 
o Number of queries 

• The duration of blockades in an hourly manner 

• Top wait lists 

• Top latches 
 

 Space monitor Menu 

Space Monitor module allows users to analyze the storage space on servers. The module is divided 

into two basic groups: 

• Harddisk space (contains information on disk space utilization on disks)  

• Database space (contains estimates of disk space usage based on increment statistics)  

As part of the preview, three options follows: 
 

• Current - verification of the current status of occupancy, 

• Overview - presents the occupation of databases for a given period of time in tabular form, 

• History - presents the occupation of databases for a given day. 
 

 Accounts Menu 
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The module contains basic information about users logging into a given SQL instance. The application 

allows access to information on user accounts with the ability to verify the number of users for a given 

SQL instance, and information of their current status and type of access. 

 

Information on the type of access, type of access and status available in the tabular form.

 

The presented data can also be viewed for a given in history. 

 Backups Menu 

The data in the [Backups] menu allow for backup performance checks, i.e. the execution time and 

backup histories. It is divided into three parts: 

➢ Statistics – general information about backups made for each of the databases  

➢ Overview – presentation of recent backups made for individual databases  

➢ History – history of backups 
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The information presented below about historically performed backups on the SQL instance.

 

 Parameters Menu 

The page allows for viewing and report changes in all connected to monitoring SQL Instance 

parameters over time. The window presents the current status of parameters and their changes 

over time.  

➢ Instance Parameters – instance parameters set using the command sp_configure 

➢ Instance Properties – other server properties 

➢ Database Parameters – databases parameters 

 

 

From this level, it is possible to view information about given parameters simultaneously for all instances 

connected to monitoring. 

The screen below shows information about the "IsReadCommittedSnapshot" parameter for all servers 

of the "PRODUCTION SERVER" type, broken down by individual databases. 
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 Reports Menu 

In this menu, the application allows you to make reports based on data from monitored servers. Reports 

concern two groups: 

• infrastructure analysis, 

• trend analysis. 

Below is an example of a report with an analysis of infrastructure. The report contains basic information 

about the amount of CPU, databases as part of the SQL instance or the space used. 

The data is presented in tabular form as well as in the form of graphs. 

 

The other report type is "Load trends" report concerns the values of the main statistics calculated for 

each SQL instance. As part of this report, we can compare statistics for multiple instances at the same 

time.   
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 Servers Monitor Menu 

Information on the performance of the DBPLUS Performance Monitor is available on the website. Two 
submenus available from there: 
 

• Application architecture 

• SQL Server architecture 

• Logs 

6.8.1 Application architecture 

The module contains information on the status of monitored SQL instances. For each of the monitored 

instances, information about the date of the last collected snapshot and the last action (operations from 

the level of the DBPLUS Application towards the database) is available. 

In the middle part of page Monitoring service section, information about the status of the 

DBPLUSCATCHERSERVICE monitoring service is also available. Is also collected information about 

the amount of memory used and the CPU utilization of the server on which the DBPLUS Performance 

Monitor application is installed. 

The Dbplus Performance Monitor module consists information about which instance is the monitoring 

system repository. 

An example screen is shown below: 

 

In the following slide, the history of the DBPLUSCATCHER service activity, after clicking the [View 

service activity] button: 
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6.8.2 SQL Server Agent 

As part of this page, the user has access to information on the reliability / availability of the SQL Agent 

site for each SQL instance, presented in the form of a graph. 

A score below 100% means a break in the operation of SQL Agent at the turn of the last 14 days. 

 

6.8.3 Logs 

The module contains information about any irregularities or errors related to the monitoring activity. 

Information is available about the name of SQL instances on which the problem was detected as well 

as the date and content of the reported error. 

Logs overview tab 

After entering the Logs overview tab, the User will be presented with default logs saved in the Repository 

database (Standard DB Log), that contain information about problems with possible monitoring. 

The User will also have the option of displaying information available in the logs available locally on the 

application server (Local file log). Information about problems is saved there when it is not possible to 

save this information in the repository database. 

The next log concerns information related to the application update process. This file is created during 

the application upgrade process (downloading the new version). We save information about changes 

made to the data model as well as the update process. 

In addition, information about the size of the file is displayed for each file. 
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Deleting historical data process 

Depending on the KEEP_SNAPSHOT_HISTORY_DAYS parameter (Performance in the Settings 

menu), the Performance Monitor application deletes historical data - older than the number of days in 

the parameter. Details (collected every 15 minutes) are deleted. Aggregated data for the whole day is 

never deleted and is stored throughout the monitoring period. 

The process of deleting detailed data is also monitored. The process runs every snap (15 minutes). 

Details about the process are available in the main menu Servers monitor> Logs in the Deletion tab 

runtime procedure. 

The page contains information about the total duration of the entire procedure, and about the time of 

individual components and the number of deleted records from dedicated tables from the DBPLUS 

schema in the repository database. 
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 Configuration Menu 

In this menu the application provides the possibility to modify the configuration regarding the 

performance of the DBPLUS Performance Monitor. Several submenus are available: 

 

• Settings, 

• Servers, 

• Reference lists, 

• Security, 

• Alert settings. 
 

6.9.1 Settings 

This submenu allows to modify the parameters controlling the operation of the application. The Settings 

tab presents the basic configuration parameters. Some parameters are set globally for all monitored 

data bases. 

Depending on the quality of queries and the type of problems in the system, following options can be 
enabled: 

• KEEP_SNAPSHOT_HISTORY_DAYS - number of storage days for the retail history of SQL 

Instances performance, 

• LOCKING HISTORY DAYS- number of days how long to keep locking statistics history 

• LOCKING_SNAPSHOT_FREQUENCY - changing the frequency of collecting block history, 

• MONITOR_DDL_STATEMENTS – process to collect load for DLL statements, 

• and many others 
 

 

IMPORTANT: To change the configuration for a dedicated SQL Instance, select the instances at the 

bottom of the page and make changes by clicking the [Edit] button. 
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Information collection interrupted queries is controlled by parameters. These parameters are available 

in the main menu Configuration> Settings and they are: 

▪ CANCELED SNAPSHOT FREQUENCY – the time interval between snapshots that retrieve 
information about broken queries. The shorter the time, the more accurate the monitoring of 
interrupted queries, 

▪ MONITOR_CANCELED_LOCKING – queries interrupted due to blockage, 
▪ MONITOR_CANCELED_QUERIES – queries interrupted by the user. 

 

Only monitoring of queries interrupted due to blocking is enabled (MONITOR_CANCELED_LOCKING 

parameter set to ON) by default. To enable monitoring of user interrupted queries, manually change the 

MONITOR_CANCELED_QUERIES parameter to ON (default OFF). 

 

6.9.2 Servers 

This page allows to configure which sql instances should be monitored and set the SQL instance type. 
The correct type setting for each sql instances allows the user to use this grouping in various functions 
of the DBPLUS Performance Monitor application, such as Space Monitor, when present the size of 
instances assigned to a given group. 
 
On the website it is also possible to set, among others: 

• database visibility in monitoring  

• which databases are available for a given instance? 

• additional information about connect the instance to the DBPLUS Performance Monitor 
application 
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6.9.3 Reference lists 

This tab contains the system dictionaries used in the application. Existing dictionary data can be freely 
modified. 

 

6.9.4 Security 

This tab provides the option of setting access for a user, group of users or profiles. Access is granted at 

the SQL Instance level and at the level of available pages in the menu. 

The PROFILE access object allows assigning appropriate access to the profile and then granting rights 

by assigning the profile to the user or groups. 

 

In order to create a new object, e.g. a profile (PROFILE), click on [Add new object], then select the object 

type "PROFILES" and give the name of the object. 

 

To assign permissions to a given object, select it from the list on the left side of the screen. After clicking 

on the object on the right side, the page with the access configuration will be displayed. 

First you need to choose whether the permissions will be: 
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• own (Use own permissions). 

• inherited permissions form parents. 
 

 

6.9.4.1 Own permissions 

If you choose (own permissions), you have three tabs to configure permissions: 

• Function rights, 

• Databases access, 

• Custom privileges 
 

Functional settings allow you to give rights to pages or functionality in the application at the global level 

for a given user / group or profile for all databases. You can override these rights by granting custom 

permissions for a specific database. Custom permissions can only be changed for the Instance Analysis 

module. Custom permission is superordinate to a given SQL Instance in relation to functional rights. If 

you assign custom permissions, the (permissions overwritten) message will be displayed next to the 

SQL Instance name. 

 

In addition, you can restrict access to specific databases. To do this, in the Database access tab, select 

the appropriate check boxes for a given SQL Instance or select ALL_INSTANCES. If certain bases are 

restricted, this will also limit the Custom privileges tab. 
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6.9.4.2 Inherited permissions form parents 

If you choose inherited rights, you can specify which profile or profiles to use for a given user or user 

group. Each profile contains a list of objects and access to which. Granting permissions to multiple 

profiles for the user will result in the entitlement for a given user being the sum of rights for selected 

profiles. 

 

Attention! In order to enable the functionality of limited access to the application, you must change the 

settings at the level of the DBPLUS Configuration Wizard> Applications settings> Applications Options> 

Configure. As well as change the status of the SECURITY parameter to ON.  

 

Below screen with the DBPLUS Configuration Wizard: 
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After saving the settings, the next steps to manage the settings are made from the level of the web 

system application in the option Configuration>Settings> Security parameter. 

 

6.9.5 Alert Settings 

The alert module is available from the main menu, i.e. Configuration-> Alert settings. From this tab 

users have the ability to: 

• Parameter settings related to mailing - i.a. data of the mail server and account from which alert 

messages will be sent, 

• Making general module settings, 

• Define alerts, 

• Specify the list of alert recipients. 

 

6.9.5.1 Mail settings Tab 

For the information about an alert to be sent via email, user must configure the SMTP server settings. 
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As part of the configuration, users have the option to set the frequency of sending information about 

the event, depending on the configuration it is from 1 minute to 1 hour. 

 

IMPORTANT: Email alerts for all databases are sent from one email account. 

6.9.5.2 General settings Tab 

In this tab, users can make general settings of the alert module. User has the option to configure 

parameters related to the alert mechanism. 

 

General parameters: 
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• Elapsed Time greater than - alerts will be calculated when in a given snap-time the duration 
for all queries exceeds 200 seconds. 

• History Days - defining the days of the week that will be considered when examining 
performance problems. 

• Number of Days Back in History - The number of historical days on the basis of which the 
system will test the performance of the current day. 

• Minimal History Days - Specifies the minimum time after which trend-based alerts will be 
calculated 

 
Statements Settings: 
 

• Number of Top Queries to check - the number of top queries in individual snaps to be tested 
for performance problems, Chosen by Elapsed Time / CPU Time - the choice according to 
which the statistics will be selected Elapsed Time queries or CPU Time processor utilization 
time.  

• Number of Days Back in History - The number of historical days based on which the system 
will analyze the performance of top queries on the current day. 

 
Wait Events Settings: 
 

• Number of Top Waits to check - used to handle waits calculated on the basis of the trend. 
The number of top waits depending on this parameter is taken into account for the calculation. 

• Number of Days Back in History - how many days back, are taken into account for the 

calculation of history. 

 

6.9.5.3 Alerts definition Tab 

Defining alerts in the application has been divided into two stages: 
 

• selection and configuration of appropriate CRITICAL / WARNING thresholds for a given type of 
alert, 

• a rule definition based on configured alerts, and the attribution of the cause of the problem. 
 
Website displays the information in columns: 
 

• type of alert, 

• description of the alert, 

• availability, 

• warning level, 

• critical level. 
 
The website presents only alerts that have been added to the configuration. If the alert has not been 

configured, please add it using the [Add new alert] button  
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Alerts can be configured for all databases or for a dedicated database. At any time, user can delete the 
previously configured alert by using the [Key] button and selecting an option "Delete", this will delete the 
given alert from the configured list. 
 
The second option is to disable the alert by unmark the “Enabled” checkbox. This can also be done by 
pressing the [Key] button and selecting the Edit option. 
 

 

As part of the alert definition, user does not make the alert dependent on other alerts. Depending on the 
type of alert, threshold values are set in various ways. 
 
Collecting data about problems in the application has been divided into 5 alert categories: 
 

• Online alerts - calculated every 30 seconds, 

• Load Trends alerts - calculated every 15 minutes based on general performance statistics, 

• Alerts type IO Stats - calculated every 15 minutes on the basis of read / write statistics from / 
to disk devices, 

• Sql Query alerts - calculated every 15 minutes based on statistics of top queries, 

• DB Size alerts - calculated every 15 minutes based on space occupancy. 
 
Alerts can be defined at the general level (for all bases) and at the level of individual databases. Two 
alarm thresholds can be defined for each alert: 
 

• WARNING event - warning alert level 

• CRITICAL event - high alert level - critical alert 

 
For example: setting for the Load Trends category for the CPU Time alert. 
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If the CPU utilization of the server exceeds 50%  
➢ generate an alert at the warning level,  

If the CPU utilization of the server exceeds 100%  
➢ generate a critical alert  

In other cases, there is no alert. 
 
Window below presents the main list of alerts: 

 

6.9.5.3.1 Online Alerts 

The Online list includes the following alerts: 
 

• Active Sessions - number of active sessions, 

• Number of Active Sessions with Elapsed Time longer than - the number of active sessions 
with a duration longer than .... seconds 

• Lock waits - lock type expectations, 

• Total Waits - all expectations together, 

• Specific Wait - an alert for a specific expectation, 

• Latches 

• Server CPU utilization - utilizing server CPU, 

• Custom alert calculated based on sql statement - an alert calculated based on a freely 
arranged query, 

• Alert if SQL Instance is not available. 
 
 

The example alert tab of the alert looks like this: 
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Please note that the field specifying the type of alert (Online, Load Trends, IO Stats, Sql Query) is 

changeable only when creating a new definition. When re-editing the alert, the field is in read-only mode.  

Depending on the rule chosen, the list of available and required fields to be completed is changed.  

For the alert: Specific Wait should be completed - the name of the wait for which the alert should react. 

 

The following example will appear in the presented example: 
 
an alert warning when the sum of expectations with a name containing reads exceeds at least 4 seconds 
/ 1 second (a valid alert is not calculated here in percent). 
 
critical alert when the sum of expectations with the name containing reads exceeds at least 10 seconds 
/ 1 second (a valid alert is not calculated here in percent). 
 
For the alert: Custom alert calculated based on sql statement, enter the query text. 
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IMPORTANT: the query must return a single-column record. The alert will occur when the value 
returned by the query exceeds the thresholds according to the given definition.  
 
The following example will appear in the presented example: 
 

➢ alert warning when the number of inactive sessions with an open transaction in the SQL 
Instance exceeds at least 10 sessions 

 
➢ critical alert when the number of inactive sessions with an open transaction in the SQL Instance 

exceeds at least 40 sessions 
 
For the alert: Server CPU utilization, defines standard parameters, i.e. 
 

• Alert thresholds WARNING, CRITICAL 

• The way of calculating and reaction of the Alert on the History Comparison event (comparison 
of the performance of a given parameter with the history) 

o Compare to average value in similar time - the performance of a parameter is compared 
to the statistics history at similar times 

o Compare with maximum value - the performance of a parameter is compared with the 
maximum values that were present for a given statistic. 

 
The following screen with the option of History Comparison set to Compare to average value in 

similar time: 
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An example with the History Comparison option set to Compare with maximum value: 

 

This slide will showcase: 
 
Alert warning when the disposal of server processors will be 32% greater than the maximum historical 
value. 
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Critical alert when the utilization of server processors will be 82% greater than the maximum historical 
value. 
 
In the alert edit tab, additional settings can be found in the Notification & Condition tab: 
 

• Mail Notification Interval - how often to generate an email notification when an alert occurs  

• Number of snapshots to check - the number of 30 seconds of snapshots in which there must 
be a "problem" for a given parameter. If a given statistic, e.g. Total Waits - stays at a high level 
and exceeds the alert threshold by X snapshots, then the system will generate an alert  

• Use Low Constant Value - the minimum value that must be met first. According to the example 
screen below - within the dashboard snapshot (started in a 30-second cycle) the value of all 
wait-time must be at least 30 seconds.  

• Use High Constant Value - the value at which the alert will always be generated, even if the 
WARNING, CRITICAL alert thresholds are not met. 

 

 
 

6.9.5.3.2 Load Trends, I/O Stats alerts type 

The Load Trends, I / O Stats rules refer to performance indicators available on website (functionalities) 
with the same names. 
 
In the case of Load Trends, the system allows users to alter the following indicators: 
 

• Session active count 

• Buffer gets 

• Buffer writes 

• CPU Time 

• Disk reads 

• Elapsed Time 

• Executions 

• Latch time 

• Lock time 

• Rows Processed 

• Session count 

• Wait time 

• Wait Event Time 
 

For IO Stats, users have the following indicators: 

• MB Reads 

• MB Writes 

• Disk Reads 

• Read Time 

• Single Block Read Time 

• Single Block Write Time 
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• Disk Writes 

• Write Time 
 

The edit tab of such alert looks like the below: 

 

In the form, the user specifies the following: 
 

• Type of alert (according to the indicators given above)  

• Is enabled  

• Own name - Other settings tab  

• Message format - Other settings tab  

• E-mail settings - spam protection in case of an ongoing alert - Notification & Conditions tab  

• When and with what threshold an alert will occur:  
o The rule is calculated as a percentage.  
o The alert will occur when the given alert threshold is exceeded by X% in relation to the 

average over the past period.  
o In the Filter condition section, we have additional filter settings, i.e.:  

▪ Use Low Constant Value - e.g., alert when Elapsed Time will deteriorate from 
X% in relation to the average, but in a situation where Elapsed Time is greater 
than 500 seconds.  

▪ Use High Constant Value - as above 
 
 
Below are some examples of definitions for the Elapsed Time parameter - with the option of History 
Comparison set to Compare to average value in similar time: 
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According to the above, the other load occurs during business hours and outside business hours. For 
example: 
 
The duration of all queries, i.e. Elapsed Time at 08:00, is historically 1000 s in a 15-minute snapshots. 
 
The duration of all queries, i.e. Elapsed Time at 12:00, is historically 5000 seconds in a 15-minute 
snapshots. 
 
Alert warning type WARNING for a defined threshold> = 20% will occur at 08:00, when the duration of 
all queries exceeds 1200 seconds, while around 12:00, when Elapsed time exceeds 6000 seconds. 
 
For the second case with the History Comparison option set to Compare with maximum value: 

 

In this example: 
 
WARNING for the defined threshold> = 20% will occur only if the duration of all queries exceeds 6000 
seconds (reference to the maximum value of the day) regardless of the time of day. 
 

6.9.5.3.3 Sql Query alerts type 

SQL Query rules apply to performance indicators available for SQL queries and contain a similar list as 
for Load Trends. 
 
For SQL queries, the system allows users to alter the following indicators: 
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• Buffer gets 

• Buffer writes 

• CPU Time 

• CPU time per 1 exec 

• Disk reads 

• Elapsed Time 

• Elapsed Time Per 1 Exec 

• Execution 

• Rows Processed 

• Wait Time 
 

In addition, the list of rules also includes: 

• New statement Elapsed Time 

• New statement CPU Time 

 
The SQL Query Alert Definition tab looks like this: 

 

In the form, the user specifies similar parameters as in the alert definition for Load Trends statistics, IO 
Stats. In addition, user can indicate whether the alert reacts only when the execution plan is changed - 
the Show Plan Changes Only flag (assuming that the indicator has deteriorated in relation to the 
history). 
 

 
For alerts with the New Statement prefix, the thresholds are determined at the level of the share in the 
sql instance load. 
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The application allows the dependence of an alert instance on the general trend (for the entire database) 
for a given statistic in the snap. This option is only available for SQL Query type alerts. For the 
configuration shown in the picture below, this means for the SQL Query Rows processed type alarm: 

• the alarm will be skipped if the value of Rows processed for a given snap for a specific Query 

Hash is below 10 and if the number of returned rows processed for a given query is less than 

15% of all returned rows for queries (the number depends on the Number of Top Queries to 

check). Additionally, the condition of exceeding the WARNING / CRITICAL alarm threshold must 

be met. 

• the alarm will occur if the value of Rows processed for the given snap in the query is above 

25%. The alarm will occur even if the alarm threshold has not been exceeded (then WARNING 

will occur with the Above max constant comment ...). 

 

 

6.9.5.3.4 Alert settings at the SQL Instance level 

The list of alerts can be set for each base independently. By default, alerts are inherited from general 
settings. If any alert parameter is changed then the information appears in the Override column about 
overriding this rule. 
 
As the example below:
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The system will generate an alert for all databases except this one. At the WIN SQL Instance Alert level, 
Alert if database is not available, has been disabled (Enabled = false). 

6.9.5.4 Reasons and Problems definition Tab 

The next stage of alarm configuration consists of, assigning rules and defining the dedicated cause of 
the problem. Screen below shows an example of a list of alarms defined by default by DBPLUS analysts. 
Definitions can be assigned at a general level to all databases or create dedicated definitions for 
selected databases. 

 

To add a new rule, first define the reason for the problem (Reason description) for which the rule will be 
defined. Next, choose the type of calculation (Calculation type) - based on the trend or online and 
Reason class. 

 

The most important element of the configuration is to create the cause of the problem and then define 
the appropriate rules based on alerts. To add a configuration, from the previously defined alerts (Alerts 
definition tab), create a rule using groups (Add group), AND, OR operators. In some cases, it is 
necessary to use negation, they are presented in the list of alerts marked in red and start with the NOT 
operator. 
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After defining the rule, correctly selecting the operators and completing all added alarms, the rule will 
be displayed below. 

 

6.9.5.5 Events subscription Tab 

In the last tab of the module user has the ability to manage the list of recipients, i.e. people who will 
receive alert messages. 

 

The list of subscribers can be: 

• a single email address or multiple addresses separated by a separator 

• assigned recipient's email address to all or selected databases. 
 
 

 

6.9.5.6 Visibility of alerts 

Alerts are visible from the Anomaly Monitor menu and also from the: 

• Dashboard Level: 
o the base icon contains information about the number of alert and critical alerts 
o after selecting a given SQL instance in the Alerts and Instance Load tab 

• after clicking [Instance Analysis] on the Instance Load graph 
o if any Alert have occurred on the Elapsed Time line, relevant information is displayed 

about their number 

• after clicking on a given time point (snapshot) - a list of alerts is displayed 
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 Help menu 

The site contains information about licenses and information about changes in applications made in 

the last year. 

 Additional information 

6.11.1 Export / Import statistics of monitored databases 
In the latest version we have added the ability to export / import data collected by DBPLUS Performance 

Monitor. The user makes both export and import within the same platform, in this case SQL Server. In 

the current version, the mechanism allows to export the entire database (without date range) as well as 

selected periods and monitoring modules. Import requires a previously configured repository database, 

and the result is the addition imported database as a new Sql instane to the current repository. 

The imported database is added to the monitoring by default. Collecting data through the "Scheduled 

Outages" mechanism is blocked (performance statistics are not collected). Enabling statistics collection 

of an imported database is possible by changing the settings in the Configuration> Scheduled Outages 

menu for the appropriate SQL Instance. 

SQL Instance export 

The export can be made from the level of DBPLUS Configuration Wizard. After starting the program, 

the user goes to the details screen of the instance whose data user wants to export by clicking the button 

[cog] next to the given database. Then it goes to the Export tab, like below: 

 

The next step is to select the export option. The user can configure: 

▪ date range for which statistics going to be exported (if selected), 
▪ minimum duration of queries (queries below this value will not be exported), 
▪ maximum export file size (another file will be created above this size). 

Additionally, the user can choose which data will be exported by select options: 

▪ Include IO stats 
▪ Include Space Monitor Stats 
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▪ Include locks and sessions stats 
▪ Include alerts 
▪ Include system tables. 

If the "Include system tables" option is selected, online access to the exported database is required to 

download the data. 

After selecting the data for export, indicate the directory where the data file will be saved. A log file will 

be created in the export directory with information on what data has been exported, and saved data with 

the exported file or files (depending on the size of the export). 

SQL Instance import 

The import process can also be performed from the Dbplus Configuration Wizard. The imported 

database can be added as a new instance as well as part of an instance previously configured for 

monitoring. The import is started by clicking the "Repository settings" link from the Configuration Wizard 

and then user goes to the Import tab as shown below: 

 

 

The first step in importing an SQL Instance is to point to the file with the previously exported database. 

In case of many export files (the export may contain several files), as the file to be imported, the user 

indicates file with the extension * .zip. After selecting file, information about the content of files will be 

presented. 

Then indicate whether the user wants to create a new instance after import or add statistics to an existing 

database in monitoring. 

Important! If you select an existing instance, remember to monitor the continuity of monitored 

data. If the date ranges overlap, some data may be overwritten and lost without being able to be 

restored. 
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After selecting the appropriate option, the Sql instance import from the file begins by clicking the [Import] 

button. After the import is completed, a message about successful import will be presented or error 

information will be presented, and the details will be saved to the log file created in the import directory. 

After successful import, the instance will be added to the repository and visible in the Configuration 

Wizard, as shown below: 

 

The instance will also be visible from the Dashboard screen. All imported statistics will be available on 

the Dbplus Performance Monitor screens, similarly to a running instance. Some screens present data 

directly by downloading it from the monitored database, in such cases information will only be visible if 

such a connection is possible. 

 


